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Abstract 
In the paper, the properties of magnetic diluted and strong correlated systems of MnxSi1−x systems 
are discussed. The double defects including manganese ion and silicon vacancy are the frame 
work of the our model introduced for the description of these systems properties. The role of the 
Jahn-Teller distortions of different symmetry types in MnSi system magnetic-properties formation 
is discussed. It has been established that the manganese related defect is the center with negative- 
U properties and Jahn-Teller’s full symmetric vibration mode initiates change of a crystal-field 
value from intermediate to strong. 
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1. Introduction 
Intermetallic compounds based on the elements with incompletely filled 3d- or 4f-shell have attracted attention 
of researchers on an extent of more than 40 years [1]-[3]. See review [2] for details. Such interest was caused firstly 
by all their unusual magnetic and thermodynamic properties [4] [5], which directly connected with electronic struc- 
ture of a magnetic ion formed corresponding to sublattice of intermetallic compound. In a case of strongly di-
luted systems, when magnetic ions are accompanying impurity, interest to their properties is connected to their 
key role in formation of practically important parameters, in particular free-carrier lifetime in the system [6] [7]. 

The problem of a manganese ions ground state in 1Mn Six x− , values of manganese ions magnetic moment and 
gyromagnetic ratio for it, is discussed in the present work. Two limiting cases are considered: 1) a concentration 
manganese ion is infinitesimal as a free carriers concentration ( )0x → . Interaction between magnetic ions and 
free carrier is absent; 2) concentration of Mn is close to that of Si ( )~ 0.5x . The interaction of magnetic mo-
ments manganese ions with quasiparticals is a very important component in magnetic-property-compound for-
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mation. In the first case, Mn ions can be treated as a doping impurity of Si crystal. 
Both systems are crystallized in the cubic lattice type. Symmetry group dT  is realized for the magnetic de-

luted system [8] and B20 takes place in the case of strongly correlated system correspondingly [9]. Taken into 
account that interaction between atomic orbitals and crystal field is dominated with respect to other interactions 
in crystal, we shall look for the electronic configuration change of the manganese ions ground state as the in-
crease of magnetic component-concentration in compound.  

Magnetic moment value of the manganese ions in the systems in a wide temperature interval will be the main 
subject of our investigation. The model of the double defect, formulated early by us [10] [11], will be used for 
the description of the both systems magnetic properties. Short definition of the double defects model will be 
done below.  

2. Model 
Two different defect types in semiconductors irrelevant with each to other are discussed as a usual [8]. It is 
named by interstitial defects { }iX  (impurity ions located in a crystal lattice pore) and substitution defects 
{ }sX  (impurity ions located in point of lattice).  

In the same times, in the frame of the double defect model, the interstitial and substitution defects are consi-
dered as a two limiting cases of double defect. A silicon vacancy { }siV  acts as a partner for the Mn impurity 
ions { }Mn s  in the suggested double defect. 

At that when, 
• distance between partners is infinity, then interstitial defect type is realized; 
• distance between partners is an infinitesimal value, then we have substitution type of defect. 

The account of silicon vacancy at interstitial defect case is necessary to consider all type of double defects 
from the common base. This will result to unique parameter—Fermi level position ( )FE , which will define a 
degree of one-electronic orbital fillings of such kind of double defect. ( )FE  is counted from vacuum level po-
sition in the case.  

The intermediate case, when distance between partners is of the order of the lattice period, the only one va-
lence bond saturated exists between partners. Such type of defects has been named by the pairing defects. A 
plenty of pairing defect different types may exist, depending on overlapping integral of wave functions partners 
and number of nonequivalent crystallographic positions in a lattice. Only single type of pairing defects is rea-
lized in silicon. Moreover, we can see electronic density redistribution between the central ion and ions of the 
nearest crystal environment as a result of temperature variation or other factors, in particular, a electronic confi-
guration change of everyone components as result of Jahn-Teller distortions in the frame of the model. It is ne-
cessary to note, that electronic density redistribution can be realized and without a free carrier generation. The 
magnetic-moment average value located at manganese ion can be renormalized very strongly as free carriers 
appear in the system.  

The considering of double defect model we intentionally limit to the consideration of single elementary cell, 
understanding thus, that significant electronic density delocalization take place due to hybridization effects and 
indemnification of a charge occurs much further, than the first coordination sphere. Here and further for a de- 
signation of such defects we shall use the notation for substitution { }Mnm n

s siV−  and { }Mnm n
i siV− , for pairing 

defects and interstitial defects { } { }Mnm n
i siV− . m  and n  indexes designate a charge of everyone components  

with respect to its nucleus. Take into account an electro neutrality condition of a crystal as a whole, we can write 
equation for the neutral charge state of double defect: 

0m n+ ≡                                        (1) 

where m  and n  can take different value, not only zero as it practices at the standard approach of the descrip-
tion of substitution defects behavior in semiconductors [8]. In other words, numbers of electrons, located on va-
lence bonds between central ion and the nearest neighbors, may be differ from one to one for the impurity ion 
cases and ions of the basic lattice. Four electrons occupy silicon vacancy orbitals for the o

siV  case.  
Now all are ready for proceed to discussion of a manganese ion ground state in intermetallic compound 

1Mn Six x−  and in strongly diluted system silicon-manganese. We shall begin a discussion from the case of 
strongly diluted system: silicon-manganese. 
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3. Result and Discussion 
3.1. MnxSi1−x Strongly Diluted System (x → 0)  
The crystal lattice in such compound will mainly consist of silicon atoms and is described by point group of 
symmetry dT  [8]. Silicon demonstrates semiconductor properties and gap is in a one-partial excitation spec-
trum. The forbidden band value gE  is equal to 1.17 eV at temperatures close to absolute zero [12].  

Mono- and polycrystalline silicon used as a material for solar batteries, is presented up to 15 metal impurities 
at concentration above than 1012 ions/sm3 and higher [13] [14]. Their number includes also manganese. Transi-
tion metal impurities located in interstitial position in crystal lattice of silicon, as a role [8] [13] [14]. Sample 
preparation, in which main part impurity manganese ions located in unit of crystal lattice, is not ordinary task 
and we know few works only [15]-[17], in which authors have solved the given problem. Concentration of the 
point defects due to manganese impurity ions located in unit of crystal lattice, does not exceed 1015 ions/cm3 in 
the crystal and any magnetic interactions as a manganese—manganese as a free carrier—magnetic ion can be 
neglected.  

But, crystal field effects and hybridization between impurity and band states are played a dominant role in the 
formation of the magnetic-ions electronic structure. Manganese atoms have half-filled 3d-shell and two elec-
trons occupy an outside 4s-shell. An electronic configuration of the Mn0 looks like 3d54s2. Impurity ion 3d-or- 
bitals are split by tetrahedral-symmetry crystal field on the t2- and e2-orbitals (three- and double-degenerated 
states). The electronic configuration looks like ( ) ( )2 3

2 2e t↑ ↑  (↑—spin projection up; ↓—spin projection down). 
The order of filling such orbitals is defined by a lot of parameters, including of a crystal field value (strong, in-
termediate, weak). The Fermi level position in the gap is defined by charging state of defects and their mutual 
concentration. 

In early works directed to research the behavior of manganese ions in silicon [18] [19], key parameters of 
electronic structure of the defects connected to them have been determined, but interpretation of the received 
results was carried out within the framework of standard representations about substitution defects in semicon-
ductors. Repeatedly, a question on electronic structure of substitution defects connected with manganese ions 
have returned only 30 years later, after from carrying out of the first experiments [15] [16]. Let’s note, that re-
searches of EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance) spectra of ( )1Mn Si  0x x x− →  samples and simulta-
neously with it of spectra DLTS (Deep Level Transition Spectroscopy) [15] [16] have allowed to remove ques-
tion on the magnetic moment value located on a magnetic ion (Figure 1, Figure 2).  

Fermi level ( )FE  is located near the valence band top in the investigated crystals at low temperatures. It is 
caused by presence of shallow acceptors at concentration exceeding the general concentration of manganese 
ions [8]. As the result, the dominate part of manganese ions, should be in charge state { }1Mn o

s siV+ −  and the 
magnetic moment of manganese ions has pure spin origin. It is defended by two electrons, which occupied 2e - 
orbitals (configuration ( )2

2e ↑ ). Moreover, it is expected, what other electrons of manganese and silicon partici-
pate in valence bond formation, as it is take place in perfect silicon crystal. There is very critical contradiction in 
last postulation. 
 

 

Figure 1. EPR first-derivative absorption signal from Mn s
+ in arbitrary orienta-

tion [15]. (g-factor is pure spin value and it may be associated with manganese 
ion configuration ( )2

2e ↑  or ( ) ( ) ( )2 3 3

2 2 2e t t↑ ↑ ↓ . See text below for the details.)                  
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Figure 2. Correlation plot of 0.38 eV DLTS peak intensity 0Mn s
+  almost and 

integrated ESR intensity of the Mn s
+  signal [15].                                       

 
As very well know, that 2

siV +  is the greatest possible charging state silicon vacancy [20] [21]. In other words, 
two electrons occupy of 3s-orbitals of silicon at any Fermi level position in the gap. Energy ionization 3s-shell 
of silicon is ~35 eV [22]. In same times, defect { }1Mn o

s siV+ − , having four saturated valence bonds between 
surrounding and central ions, It can be realized if Mn4+ charge state take place. It is equivalent to postulate, that 
electrons with bonding energy ~100 eV, participate in valence bond formation. But it is not realistic suggestion.  

In the same time EPR spectra of { }1Mn o
s siV+ −  defects is described by means of cubic spin-Hamiltonian very 

well [15] [23]. At the standard approach, when one considers only electrons located on a magnetic ion, it is not 
look possible to find the reasonable decision of the arising contradiction.  

The similar situation took place in system GaAs:Mn and was a subject of discussions more than 30 years 
[24]-[26]. The decision of the problem within the framework of double defect model has been found some years 
ago [27].  

Let’s consider, that in valence bond formation between magnetic ion and surrounding only electrons with 
bonding energy in free atom less than 35 eV on absolute value are involved. Energy scale is counted from a va-
cuum level position. In other words, two from four valence bond is saturated in { }1Mn o

s siV+ −  defects. Two va-
lence bond is broken. The defect in such configuration is unstable with respect to Jahn-Teller distortion. The 
most probable direction of distortions is directions of {110} type (tetragonal distortions of local symmetry— 
E-mode of vibration [28] [29]). Depending on a relation between phonon local energy ( )locЋω  and depth of a 
potential pit ( )-J TE  Jahn-Teller effect can be static or dynamic (Figure 3(a), Figure 3(b)). 

-J TE  and ∆ -barrier value between potential energy minimums are defined as: 

( ) ( )2
- 1 22 4J T eE B k B= −                                  (2a) 

( )
 

2
2

 4
 2

J T

e

E
B

k B
−∆ = ∗

−
                                   (2b) 

where 1B , 2B , ek  constant ( for more detail see [28]). 
A dynamic type of Jahn-Teller effect takes place for the manganese ions in such system (see EPR spectra). 

But, we shall have full moment J, located on manganese ion incoming in { }1Mn o
s siV+ −  defect, equal two at 

presence tetragonal Jahn-Teller distortions only. An electronic configuration of the magnetic electrons is  

( ) ( ) ( )( )2 3 1

2 2 2 e t t↑ ↑ ↓ . Here, 2t -orbitals is a gibrids of 3p-orbitals of silicon and 3d-orbitals of manganese. 

Provided that simultaneously with tetragonal distortion it takes place also full symmetric Jahn-Teller distor-
tions of local symmetry ( 1A —mode of vibrations). The full magnetic moment (µtotal) located on an ion of man- 
ganese is equal ( )2 Bµ√  ( Bµ -Born magneton). Electronic configuration is ( ) ( ) ( )2 3 3

2 2 2e t t↑ ↑ ↓ . ( )totalµ  is 

connected with manganese spin ( )1S =  by the following ratio: 

( )( )total 1 .BS Sµ µ= √ ∗ +                                  (3) 
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(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Potential energy surface for the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect case; (b) Potential 
energy for the static Jahn-Teller effect case (in generalized coordinates space).                        

 
As we see, very good consent between calculated and experimentally values of moment J takes place. In other 

words, the defect { }Mnm n
s siV−  can exist in two isoelectronic configurations: 

1    0m n= + =                                        (4a) 

1    2m n= − = +                                       (4b) 
but, transition between configurations take place without change of density of free carriers of a charge.  

The defects with an electronic configuration (4b) are responsible for observable EPR spectra. In the same time, 
DLTS spectra are connected with (4a) configuration of the double defect. 

In this case it is easy to coordinate value of activation energy exp
iε  obtained in experiment (DLTS), and cal

iε  
(calculated). Observable value will be well coordinated with the value, received by means of “spin marking me-
thod” [30]. Experimental value exp

iε  is equal to 0.38 eV [15] and cal
iε : 

cal
03iε ε=                                           (5) 

where 0ε  is energy of one electron transition in silicon. It is equal to ~0.13 eV [20] [21]. 
The process of electron capture on the deep level is defined by: 

{ } { } { }1 2 1 0 0 0
0 0Mn 2 Mn Mns si s si s siV V V hε ε− + + +− + ⇒ − + ⇒ − +                     (6) 

where h+  hole, the free carrier of a charge. 
Within the framework of the standard approach: 

cal
0iε ε=                                           (7) 

1 0
0Mn Mn .s s hε+ ++ ⇒ +                                    (8) 

Look discussion in [10] [11] for more detail.  
In the conclusion we shall note, that full symmetric vibration mode initiates change of a crystal field value 

from intermediate (a configuration { }1 0Mn s siV+ − ) to strong (a configuration { }1 2Mn s siV− +− ). Also { }1 0Mn s siV+ −  
defect demonstrate properties, characteristic for the centers with negative energy of coulomb correlation (centers 
with negative-U properties). In this connection, most likely, revision of experimental data interpretation on be-
havior Fe and Ni ions in silicon is necessary.  

3.2. MnxSi1−x Strongly Correlated System (x ~ 0.5) 
Crystalline system MnSi, in which both components are approximately having equal concentrations, traditional-
ly attributes to strong correlated systems [1]. As opposed to strongly diluted systems, considered above, manga-
nese ions build up it’s own sublattice and any shallow acceptors is absent in the system. Take into account, that 
electrical resistivity of the manganese silicite samples drop monotonically down to 20 mK [31], we can postulate 
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that conduction band states (local level in the gap in magnetic-diluted-system case) is not empty in the system. It 
is formed by mean of hybridization 3p-orbitals of silicon and 4s-3d-orbitals manganese [32]. 

At the same time, small distinction in types of a crystal lattice between magnetic diluted system (group of 
symmetry dT —four equivalent atoms of silicon in the first coordination sphere—2.35 Å [8]) and crystals of 
manganese silicide (type of lattice B20—three equivalent atoms of silicon on distance 2.396 Å and one—2.313 
Å [9] at [111] direction) takes place.  

Displacement of atoms of the nearest environment in the opposite direction in lattice B20 in comparison with 
atoms position in tetrahedral lattice is powerful argument for the existence of the cooperative Jahn-Тeller effect 
in such system. But, distances between the nearest ions of manganese in Mn0.5Si0.5, which do not form valence 
bonds with each other, practically coincides with such parameter for metallic γ-manganese [33]. 

Systematic measurements of the magnetic moment, located on the manganese ions, show presence of several 
temperature intervals in which magnetic ions demonstrate completely different properties [33] [34]. It is para-
magnetic at temperature above 30 K. First-order transition takes place at 29.5 K [5] [35]. Two different types of 
magnetic ordering are realized at temperature below 29.5 K. Helical magnetic structure with a long-range order 
was observed at ext 0H →  ( extH —external magnetic field) and the structure becomes progressively more 
conical at increase of extH  value. Moreover, there is critical value of ( )0

extH T  when ferromagnetic order type 
is realized in the system (Figure 4). 

Within the framework of double defect model the given transformations can be treated in the following way. 
The value of the magnetic moment, located on the manganese ions, in a paramagnetic phase ( para 1.4 Bµ µ  [34] 
[36] [37], g-factor is not equal 2.0 but 2.81) practically coincides with those one for a case of magnetic diluted 
system. That is why we can postulate, that interaction between free carriers of charge and the magnetic moment, 
located on ions of manganese, can be neglected. Manganese ions precess around the [111] axes of the crystal. 
Cooperative Jahn-Teller effect takes place (see text above).  

First-order transition take place at 29.5 K and transition { } { }1 0 1 0Mn Mn d d
s si s siV V+ + − +− ⇒ −  is realized. Here 

parameter 0d >  and it depicts a redistribution electron density between partners in the double defect (see dis-
cussion for the magnetic diluted system). Let’s note, that the amplitude of full symmetric vibrations in this case 
may be less then in magnetic diluted system. The system is closed in one of Jahn-Teller’s minimum (Figure 
3(b)). Moreover, we have got fist-order transition.  

It is necessary to note, that very intricate case of Jahn-Teller distortions is realized here—trigonal + tetragonal 
+ full symmetrical types of distortions take place simultaneously and we have got a problem with large quantity 
of independent parameters. As result, numbers of Jahn-Teller’s minima can be equal to 24 [28] [29]. In the case,  
 

 
Figure 4. Magnetic phase diagram of MnSi. Inset show the projection 
of Mn atomic positions on a <100> plane. This atomic arrangement 
lacks a center of symmetry [34].                                               
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the spiral structure is connected with a jump between minima of potential energy. As result of applied external 
magnetic field, the transformation of a local minimum to absolute one is a case of the transition from the spiral 
structure to ferromagnetic order type in Mn0.5Si0.5. Parameter ( )0

fer ext 0H Tµ →  can be defined, approximately, 
as a potential barrier ∆  [29] between different Jahn-Teller’s minima: 

( )0
fer ext 0 .H Tµ∆ = →                                    (9) 

fer 0.4 Bµ µ≅  and ( )0
ext 0 6.5H T → ≅  kOe at temperatures below NT  [34]. The discussion about ferµ  val-

ue in frame of fluctuated Fermi-liquid model may be found in work. 
Separately it is necessary to focus on the dependence of the phase-transition temperature from hydrostatic 

pressure value. 
As we already discussed above, the first order phase transition, occurring at temperature 29.5 K at normal 

pressure, is connected with redistribution of electronic density between manganese and surrounding silicon atom. 
But 3р-orbitals of silicon is more delocalizated in comparison with 3d-orbitals of manganese [22]. As result: 

( ) ( )3 3 MnSip dE P E P∂ ∂ > ∂ ∂                               (10) 

where P -hydrostatic pressure value. 
But if ratio (10) is corrected, the phase transition temperature has to drop at the hydrostatic-pressure increase. 

Moreover, there is critical value criticalP  when transition is impossible. { }1 2Mn s siV− +−  defect configuration is 
unfavorable and phase transition is not observed. It was confirmed experimentally [5] [31].  

4. Conclusions 
Thus, the model of double defect, stated above, сan be successfully applied for the description of the magnetic 
properties of 1Mn Six x−  system with different concentrations of manganese ions. 

We found that the angular momentum (J) of a manganese ion is integer, but not fractional as assumed early.  
It is assumed that local level, located in the forbidden band of silicon and connected with recharging of im-

purity manganese ions, transforms in the band with increase of manganese concentration up to ~ 0.5x  in the 
1Mn Six x−  system. We found correct descriptions for the level position in the gap of silicon at low manganese 

concentration in frame of double defect model. The transition from intermediate crystal field to strong one as the 
result of full symmetry of Jahn-Teller vibration mode has been detected.  

It has been established that { }1 0Mn s siV+ −  defect is the center with negative-U properties.  
The favorable difference of our model from the approach of weakly-fluctuated Fermi-liquid one, which had 

been used widely for the description of physical properties of manganese silicide in last years, is the opportunity 
of definition of original causes of those or other effects. 

It is obvious that a number of experimental and theoretical studies perform with the aim of specification of 
our model parameters. First of all, it concerns measurement of inelastic neutrons scattering spectra on the MnSi 
single-crystalline sample and on amorphous a-MnSi, in which helical magnetic order is absent. It is fruitful to 
compare EPR spectra of 1Mn Six x−  ( )0x →  and a-MnSi in a wide temperature interval. 

Useful addition to these experiments would be a comparison of the µ+ -mesons scattering experiment results 
and Knight’s shift in spectra of nuclear magnetic resonance MnSi at temperatures ~ NT . 
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Abstract 
Thorium based nuclear fuel is of immense interest to India by virtue of the abundance of Thorium 
and relative shortage of Uranium. Thorium metal tubes were being cold drawn using copper as 
cladding to prevent die seizure. After cold drawing, the copper was removed by dissolution in ni-
tric acid. Thorium does not dissolve being passivated by nitric acid. Initially the copper cladding 
was carried out by inserting copper tubes inside and outside the thorium metal tube. In an inno-
vative development, the mechanical cladding with copper was replaced by electroplated copper 
with a remarkable improvement in thorium tube acceptance rates. Oxalate derived thoria powder 
was found to require lower compaction pressures compared to ammonium diuranate derived 
urania powders to attain the same green compact density. However, the green pellets of thoria 
were fragile and chipped during handling. The strength improved after introducing a ball milling 
step before compaction and maintaining the green density above the specified value. Alternatively, 
binders were used later for greater handling strength. Magnesia was conventionally being used as 
dopant to enhance the sinterability of thoria. The normal sintering temperature for magnesia 
doped thoria was 1600˚C - 1700˚C, which was achieved in electrically heated molybdenum element 
sintering furnaces with reducing atmosphere. 0.25 mole percent addition of niobia to the thoria 
was found to bring down the sintering temperature to 1150˚C. Sintering could be done in ordinary 
furnaces in air atmosphere using silicon carbide or Kanthal heating elements. Electrical conduc-
tivity was measured for both magnesia and niobia doped sintered thoria and used in interpreting 
differences in sintering behavior. 
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1. Introduction 
The work reported in this paper was carried out by this author intermittently during the period 1973 to 2007. 
Most of it was documented as internal reports and some of it was published [1]-[10]. Several other valuable 
publications are also available from literature [11]-[52]. The importance of thorium for the Indian Nuclear Pro-
gram became clear when it was found that the country was endowed with large mineral resources of thorium. 
Early development and production work on thorium metal and thorium oxide was carried out at Bhabha Atomic 
Research Center, Mumbai. Later, thoria pellets for the research reactors CIRUS and DHRUVA, the Fast Breeder 
Test Reactor (FBTR) as well as the Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) were made at Nuclear Fuel 
Complex, Hyderabad. The first core of a 220 MWe PHWR requires 385 depleted uranium bundles for flux flat-
tening. It is possible to use thoria bundles instead of depleted uranium oxide bundles. In such a case only 35 tho-
ria bundles are needed [53]. A few export orders were also executed at Hyderabad such as thoria crucibles for 
emf measurements in Germany and thoria pellets for fusion fission hybrid research facility LOTUS in Switzer-
land. Some information is presented in the following sections. 

2. Thorium Metal Production 
Thorium oxide powder received from Indian Rare Earths Ltd. was re-calcined at 900˚C. The calcined powder 
was mixed with calcium granules and reduced at 900˚C under argon atmosphere. The reacted mass was soaked 
in water, followed by acid leaching, washing and drying. The powder thus produced was highly pyrophoric and 
contained impurities carbon, oxygen and nitrogen affecting adversely ductility of the bulk metal. Alternatively, 
thorium oxalate was chlorinated in the presence of carbon. The crude chloride was purified by vacuum sublima-
tion. The purified chloride was reduced with magnesium to get Th-Mg alloy. The alloy was given a pyro va-
cuum treatment to separate out the magnesium. The thorium sponge thus obtained was less pyrophoric than the 
powder. Thorium metal powder was compacted at 300 MPa and sintered in vacuum at 1300˚C for one hour. 98% 
TD could be obtained. The sintered material could be cold rolled to more than 90% reduction without interme-
diate annealing [13]. 

3. Electroplating Copper on Thorium 
Sintered thorium metal was copper jacketed and hot extruded into tubes. The tubes were then cold drawn to 
meet surface and dimensional requirements in the specifications. Thorium can not be easily drawn as it galls or 
seizes the drawing die and hence thorium metal tubes need to be clad before drawing. Copper was chosen as the 
clad material by virtue of its excellent deformability and compatibility with the die during the cold drawing 
process. The copper clad thorium tubes were drawn and the copper cladding eliminated by dissolution in nitric 
acid. Thorium metal itself does not dissolve in nitric acid due to quick passivation. Tubes of ID as small as 9.5 
mm and wall thickness 0.7 mm were produced. The process of mechanical cladding yielded tubes with wrinkles 
on the OD which was a cause for rejection. This author had experience in electro less plating and electroplating 
in the making of Microwave Integrated Circuits which required deposition of copper on alumina substrates [54]. 
Hence it was decided to try copper deposition on to the thorium tube as an alternative to mechanical cladding. 
Electro less deposition yields very small thicknesses and used when the cathode is nonconductive. It also re-
quires a number of chemicals for the pre-treatment and plating processes. Electroplating was chosen at the time 
as a suitable rectifier was readily available.  

Copper was deposited in acidic bath using copper sulphate at room temperature. Two anodes were required, a 
pipe for covering the OD of the thorium tube and a copper rod for ID. The two anodes and the cathode were po-
sitioned concentrically maintaining appropriate distances by using a Perspex fixture to hold them in place. Too 
low a current density yielded coarse copper deposit while a too high a current density yielded a dark deposit. 
Once these limits are avoided, a large window of current densities is available from plating literature. Separate 
power supplies were used for the internal anode and external anode to enable independent control of current 
densities. One would normally expect an increase in plating rate with an increase in current density. But this was 
not the case with respect to plating on the inner diameter of the thorium tube. The anodic current density for the 
internal anode was maintained at about half of that of the external anode. This ensured copper deposition of 
uniform thickness on the inside and outside of the thorium tube. This also prevented passivation of the copper 
rod and co-deposition of unwanted elements from the bath on to the thorium. The details are shown schemati-
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cally in Figure 1. A similar method was developed later at Hyderabad by this author to deposit copper on zirco-
nium alloy billets before hot extrusion [55]. 

Thorium is difficult to plate on. It is due to a thin naturally forming oxide surface film that is often difficult to 
remove and that reforms quickly when a cleaned surface is exposed to air or water. As a result, adherent elec-
trodeposits are obtained only when either: 1) the oxide film is removed for sufficient time to permit an initial 
deposit; 2) the film is replaced with another that does not interfere with adhesion; 3) the film is incorporated into 
the deposit in a compatible manner; or 4) the surface is severely etched to allow mechanical keying between the 
substrate and deposit [56]. Successful procedures that rely on one or more of the above principles have been 
documented. However, for our purpose of cold drawing, maximum adhesion has not been aimed at. 

4. Thorium Dioxide Pelletizing 
Uranium oxide powder was being compacted and sintered on tonnage scale in India since the early seventies. 
When the requirement of thoria pellets was received, the process parameters of uranium oxide were used for 
pressing and sintering thorium oxide [15]. However, this led to problems. For example, while a green density of 
5.6 to 5.8 g/cc worked fine with uranium oxide, the thorium oxide pellets pressed to the same green density 
yielded pellets that chipped readily on handling. The thorium oxide powder was supplied by India Rare Earths 
and it was oxalate derived. It was found that the as received powders were not suitable for compacting directly. 
Therefore a ball milling step was introduced. Ball milled powder yielded green pellets of density over 6.4 g/cc 
and these had better green strength than pellets made from unmilled powders and pressed to 5.8 g/cc. The pellets 
on sintering yielded high sintered densities [3] [4].  

However it became difficult to control the air radio-activity levels in the milling process in spite of contain-
ment. The separation of the balls from the milled powder too posed a problem. Hence the milling process was 
 

 
Figure 1. Fixture for holding thorium metal tube, copper rod 
(internal anode) and copper pipe (external anode). 
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discontinued. 1% by weight Zinc behenate binder was admixed into the thoria powder to yield strong green pel-
lets and finally dense sintered pellets.  

5. Thorium Dioxide Sintering 
5.1. Additive Effects on Sinterability 
In our early work, it was found that sintering of thoria needed a sintering aid. MgO was being used as sintering 
aid. MgSO4 was being added to thorium nitrate solution and co-precipitated as oxalate. The oxalate was calcined 
to yield thorium oxide with about 250 ppm of Mg.  

The thoria pellets were sintered in the same furnaces that were being used for sintering UO2 pellets, namely, 
electrically heated molybdenum element furnaces that operated at 1600˚C - 1700˚C in a reducing atmosphere. 
Later it was found by this author that thorium oxide could be sintered in air at 1150˚C using 0.25 mole percent 
Nb2O5 [3]-[6]. Pellets sintered in a reducing atmosphere ranged in color from bluish gray to white. Those sin-
tered in air ranged from brownish white to white in color. Sintering at 1700˚C required round the clock shift op-
eration while sintering at 1150˚C in air could be done in two shifts. 

5.2. Black Spots in Sintered Thoria 
It has been reported that on prolonged heating to 1800˚C to 1900˚C in vacuum, thoria blackens with loss of 
oxygen, although the loss is insufficient to be reflected in chemical analysis or lattice parameter measurements. 
On reheating in air to 1200˚C or 1300˚C, the white color is restored [57]. Thoria can also become oxygen defi-
cient due to lower valence cation impurities which leave oxygen sites in the crystal lattice vacant. Black spots 
were noticed by this author in the thoria pellets sintered in hydrogen at 1700˚C. On analysis it was found to have 
been caused by iron contamination from the wear out of steel balls in the milling step. This pointed to the need 
for use of wear resistant balls such as those made of agate or tungsten carbide. 

In one of the experiments, a one mm diameter stainless steel wire piece was introduced in a green thoria pellet. 
On sintering in hydrogen, a 3 mm diameter black patch resulted. Spectrographic analysis of the black patch re-
vealed the presence of iron, chromium and nickel, the ingredients of stainless steel. The black color is believed 
to be due to oxygen deficiency in the thoria lattice caused by substitution of Th sites by lower valent Fe, Cr or 
Ni. Niobia added thoria pellets sintered in hydrogen at 1700˚C were totally black in color. The niobium in re-
ducing atmosphere might have acted as a lower valence additive to thoria. 

5.3. The Phenomenon of Coring 
Thoria pellets could be readily thermal etched to be able to see well defined grain boundaries. A Laser etching 
technique has been developed for etching thoria for micro structural investigation in reprocessing [24]. Some-
times a cored structure is visible in fractured sintered ceramic pellets. Two types of coring have been mentioned 
in literature. In one type, reported in thoria and called “picture framing”, the grain size in the core was smaller 
than that in the rim [39]. In another type, reported in alumina, the grain size in the core is much larger than that 
in the rim [58]. Some of our sintered thoria pellets upon fracturing exhibited a cored structure. The section of the 
pellet showed a white rim around a glassy inside. In a pellet of 25 mm diameter, the rim thickness varied from 
pellet to pellet from 1 mm to 3 mm. Zawdzki and Apte [59] studied coring in UO2 sintered pellets. They found 
that a cored structure would result when the heating rate was 400˚C/hr and when the UO2 had sulphur impurity 
of 20 ppm or above. There was no coring when the heating rate was lower, at 250˚C/hr for the same material. 
Coring in Mg doped Alumina was attributed to grain growth inhibition within the cored region. The Mg was 
thought to have escaped from the rimmed region leading to discontinuous grain growth.  

The cored structure appears to be caused by either additives or impurities. Additives are meant for inhibiting 
grain growth, as MgO in Al2O3 and ThO2. The absence of the additive in the rimmed region of the pellet causes 
discontinuous grain growth leading to the formation of large grains in the rim [58]. Impurities such as Sulphur 
are capable of causing discontinuous grain growth and their presence in the core region of the pellet causes dis-
continuous grain growth and large grains in the core [59]. An analysis of the core region of our sintered thoria 
pellets pointed to the presence of sulphur content above 500 ppm. The origin of the sulphur may be in the 
MgSO4 added to thorium nitrate to provide Mg as sintering aid. The Sulphur appears to have caused disconti-
nuous grain growth leading to larger grain sizes in the cored region. Recalcination of the thoria powder batches 
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that had shown coring on sintering earlier did not show coring again. This author recommends mechanical addi-
tion of MgO to ThO2 powder instead of MgSO4 to Th(NO3)4 and co-precipitation. 

The green density in a compact in uniaxial or biaxial pressing is usually not uniform unlike in isostatic press-
ing. The rim is of a higher green density than the inside. At fast rates of heating, and for larger diameter pellets, 
there is a chance that the surface temperature is higher than the core temperature. The skin with a larger number 
of particle to particle contacts is likely to densify first leading to subsequent constrained sintering of the core. 
The situation is further aggravated by the absence of grain growth inhibitors or presence of discontinuous grain 
growth promoters in certain regions of the pellet. 

5.4. Evaporation and Condensation of Thorium Dioxide 
Two types of sintering furnaces were used for sintering thoria. One type was the pusher type continuous sinter-
ing furnace. The other type was a batch sintering furnace. In some sintering runs, the bottom of the water cooled 
stainless steel lid of the batch sintering furnace was found to have got coated with a white powdery layer, which 
was identified as thorium oxide. ThO2 seems to have evaporated in the reducing atmosphere from the pellets 
being sintered and deposited on the underside of the lid.  

6. Electrical Conductivity of Thorium Dioxide with Additives 
Electrical conductivity of sintered thoria was determined by this author at the Plasma Physics Division of BARC 
[8]. Holes were drilled in the thoria disks prepared for conductivity measurements. Initially, the pellets could not 
be drilled using even diamond drills. Then it was realized that the drill bits were getting damaged due to quick 
overheating. The thoria disks fully immersed in water could be readily drilled using drill bits of High Speed 
Steel. For fixing the contact wires to the sintered thoria disc, platinum paste was used. The electrical conductiv-
ity of niobia doped thoria was found to be lower than that of magnesia doped thoria in the temperature range 
900˚C to 1250˚C. From defect chemistry considerations, it can be expected that the effect of addition of higher 
valence Nb2O5 to ThO2 would be to enhance the diffusion of thorium in ThO2 and to decrease electrical conduc-
tivity. The effect of addition of (lower valence) MgO would be to decrease diffusion and enhance the electrical 
conductivity. The higher diffusivities of otherwise slowly moving cation mean that a lower sintering temperature 
would suffice for niobium doped ThO2 than for magnesium doped ThO2. This has indeed been found to be the 
case, the sintering temperatures being 1150˚C and 1700˚C, respectively [5]. 

7. Dissolution of Thorium Dioxide 
It is generally known that it is very difficult to dissolve sintered thoria rejects for recycling in the pelletizing 
plant as well as in reprocessing after irradiation. At Hyderabad it was found that 1 g of sintered thoria readily 
dissolved in 10 ml of hot concentrated nitric acid with one drop of hydrofluoric acid. In cases where the HF 
content was larger, the dissolution either slowed down or stopped. It appears that in higher HF concentrations, a 
coating of ThF4 over the ThO2 might be hindering further dissolution. Niobia doped air sintered thoria required 
longer time to dissolve compared to hydrogen sintered magnesia doped thoria [9]. Dissolution concerns may 
have to be addressed while reprocessing after irradiation. 

8. Summary 
Electroplating of copper instead of mechanical cladding resulted in greater acceptance rates of cold drawn tho-
rium metal tubes. The compaction and sintering parameters for thorium oxide were found to be somewhat dif-
ferent from those of uranium oxide. While the conventional additive MgO required a sintering temperature of 
1700˚C, achievable in high temperature sintering furnaces with molybdenum elements in a reducing atmosphere, 
Nb2O5 brought down the sintering temperature to 1150˚C which could be achieved in ordinary furnaces with air 
atmosphere. Electrical conductivity measurements on thoria with Mg and Nb additives were made and inter-
preted with respect to sintering behavior. Coring, that is, the existence of non uniform grain size between the rim 
of the sintered thoria pellet and the inside is likely when the pellet diameter is large (25 mm) as in the case of 
CIRUS research reactor pellets, when the heating rates are rapid (400˚C/hr) and when there is impurity such as 
sulphur. Mechanical addition of MgO to ThO2 powder instead of MgSO4 to Th(NO3)4 for co-precipitation is 
recommended. 
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Abstract 
Earthquake is a violent and irregular ground motion that can severely damage structures. In this 
paper we subject a single-degree-of-freedom system, consisting of spring and damper, to an 
earthquake excitation, and meanwhile investigate the response behavior from a novel theory 
about the dynamical system ( )x f x, , t=  by viewing the time-varying signum function of 

( )⋅2 2 22 .f x f x−  It can reflect the characteristic property of each earthquake through 

( ) ( )( ), x t x t  and the second component ( ) ( ) ( )2
2 2 g n nf u t ζω x t ω x t= − − −  of f, where ( )gu t  is a 

time-sampling record of the acceleration of a ground motion. The barcode is formed by plotting 

( )( )2 2 2Sign : sign f x 2 f x= − ⋅  with respect to time. We analyze the complex jumping behavior in a 

barcode and an essential property of a high percentage occupation of the first set of dis-connec- 
tivity in the barcode from four strong earthquake records: 1940 El Centro earthquake, 1989 Loma 
earthquake, and two records of 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. Through the comparisons of four earth- 
quakes, we can observe that strong earthquake leads to large percentage of the first set of 
dis-connectivity. 

 
Keywords 
Earthquakes, Single-Degree-of-Freedom System, Signum Function, Barcode, Jumping Behavior, 
The First Set of Dis-Connectivity, Scale Invariance 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Earthquakes occur around the world frequently. The most are so small that they cannot be susceptible, and only 
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a few are large enough to cause a noticeable damage of building. When a structure is subjected to an earthquake 
motion, its base foundation tends to move with the ground. 

One of the most important applications of structural dynamics is by analyzing the response of structures to 
ground shaking caused by an earthquake, whose data are useful for establishing the structural response spectra. 
The identification and evaluation of ground motion parameters require access to the measurements of strong 
ground motions in an actual earthquake [1]-[3]. 

The basic element of an accelerograph is a transducer element as described in [4] [5], which in its simplest 
form is a single-degree-of-freedom mass-damper-spring system. Typically, the transducer has natural frequency 
fn = 25 Hz and damping ratio ζ = 60% for modern analog accelerographs, and fn = 50 Hz and ζ = 70% for mod-
ern digit accelerographs [4]. 

A simple stationary representation of earthquake-induced ground acceleration was proposed by Kanai [6] and 
Tajimi [7], based on the study of frequency content of a number of strong ground motion records. They sug-
gested that the ground acceleration of the earth surface layer could be approximated by the absolute acceleration 
of a simple oscillator with a concentrated mass supported by a linear spring and a dashpot. The spectrum prop-
erty of an earthquake is reflected in its interaction with the structures which have different damping ratios and 
natural periods. In general, one can use the response spectrum, power spectrum or the Fourier spectrum to cha-
racterize the spectrum property of an earthquake. In this paper we propose a novel method to characterize the 
earthquake property when it is exerted on a simple one-degree-of-freedom system: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22 ,n nx t ζ x t ω x t p tω+ + =                               (1) 

where ( ) ( )gp t u t= −   is the ground acceleration due to an earthquake; ζ is the damping ratio; and ωn is the nat-
ural frequency. 

The ground motion produced by earthquake can be very complicated. The exact form of earthquakes is sub-
jected to a high degree of uncertainty and complexity. There are several ways to estimate the ground motion pa-
rameters, which are essential for describing the important characteristics of strong ground motion in a compact 
quantitative form. Because of the complexity of the earthquake ground motion, the identification of a single pa-
rameter that can accurately describe all important ground motion characteristics is impossible. In this paper we 
try to use the barcode and the percentage of the first set of dis-connectivity in the barcode to reflect the characte-
ristic property of an earthquake ground motion. It is known that a barcode is an optical machine-readable repre-
sentation of data relating to the object to which it is attached. A main feature of the barcode is the intervened 
black lines and white lines with varying spacings and widths. Barcode is ubiquitously used in the identification 
and classification of human made products. Here we will use the barcode to identify the property of earthquake 
with the input ( ) ( )gp t u t= −   in Equation (1). 

2. A System Formulation 
To facilitate the formulation we write a system of first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs): 

( ), ,    ,    .nt t= ∈ ∈x f x xR R                                 (2) 

Here n = 2, ( ) ( ), ,x y x x= =x  , and two components of f are 1f y=  and ( ) 2
2 2 ,n nf p t ω x ζ yω= − −  respec-

tively. 
As that done by Liu [8], for Equation (2) we can define a unit orientation vector: 

: ,=
xn
x

                                         (3) 

where : 0= ⋅ >x x x  is the Euclidean norm of x, and the dot between two vectors, say ⋅x y , denotes the in-
ner product of x and y. Then we can derive [9]-[11] 

2 ,
 ⋅

= + ⊗ − ⊗ 
  

f x f x x fx x x
x x x xx

                             (4) 

d .
dt

= ⋅
xx f
x

                                     (5) 
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Equations (4) and (5) can be put together as 

( )

( )

3

T

3

d ,
d

0
t

⋅ 
⊗ − ⊗ 

    
=    ⋅    
 
 

f x xf x x f
x x x x xx x

x xf x x

x

                       (6) 

which is a Lie-type system endowing with the Lie-group symmetry SOo(n, 1) in the Minkowski space. 

3. Two Branches Solutions 
In order to develop a numerical scheme from Equation (6), we suppose that the coefficient matrix is constant 
with the pair 

( ), ,
 

=   
 

f xa b
x x

                                    (7) 

being constant in a small time stepsize. 
From Equations (6) and (7) we thus need to solve a constant linear system: 

T
d .

0dt
⊗ − ⊗ ⋅    

=    ⋅    

x xa b b a a bb
x xa bb

                           (8) 

Let 

,    ,    ,z w y= ⋅ = ⋅ =a x b x x                                (9) 

0 ,c = ⋅a b                                       (10) 

and Equation (8) becomes 

0 ,w z c y= − +x a b b                                   (11) 

0 .y c w=                                       (12) 

At the same time, from the above equations we can derive the following ODEs for z, w and y: 
2 2

0 0 0

0 0

0

d 1 ,
d

0 0

z c a c z
w c c w

t
y c y

 −   
    = −    

         

                              (13) 

where 0 .a = a  Fortunately, the original ( )1n + -dimensional problem in Equation (8) can be reduced to a three- 
dimensional problem in Equation (13). Depending on the signum function of 

( ) ( )( )2 2 22 2
0 0Sign : sign 2 sign 2 ,a c= − = − ⋅x f f x                      (14) 

there exist two different types solutions of (z, w, y). Here, we do not give a detailed derivation of the solutions 
for (z, w, y) and the corresponding second generation group preserving scheme (GPS2), but the reader can refer 
[9]-[11]. 

4. The Demonstration of Barcodes 
It is significant that in Equation (14) we have derived a signum function to demand the algorithm into two 
branches. Without having the factor 2 before ⋅f x  in Equation (14) one has 

( ) ( )2 2 2 22 21 cos 0,θ− ⋅ = − ≥f x f x f x  

where θ is the intersection angle between x and f; hence, it makes no sense to define its signum function. On the 
contrast, by Equation (14) we have 
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( )( ) ( )2 2 2Sign sign 1 2cos sign cos2 ,θ θ= − = −f x                      (15) 

which may be +1 or −1, depending on x and f by their intersection angle θ. When θ is in the range of 
π 2 π 2θ− < <  or 3π 4 5π 4θ< < , the value of Sign is Sign = −1; otherwise, Sign = +1. Thus we can ob-

serve the time-varying values of Sign and plot them as a barcode. In order to demonstrate the use of barcode, let 
us investigate the following examples. In all computations given below the initial conditions are set to be 

( ) ( )( ) ( )0 , 0 0,0x x = , unless specifying otherwise. 

4.1. Example 1 
First we test an example with 2nω =  and 0.15 2ζ = , and a harmonic force p(t) = cost is applied to Equa-  
tion (1) in a time interval of [ ]0,100t∈ . The input, the following signum function: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2Sign sign 2 ,t f t f t x t y t x t f t y t f t= + + + − +              (16) 

where ( ) ( )1f t y t=  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
2 2 ,n nf t p t x t y tω ζω= − −  and the responses of x(t) and y(t) are plotted in 

Figure 1. It is interesting that after 0.78 sec, Sign = +1 for the harmonic input. As compared with the closed- 
form solution, in Figure 1(d) we plot the numerical error, which is quite accurate, and is smaller than the time 
stepsize h = 0.001 used in this computation. 
 

 
Figure 1. Under (a) a harmonic force, showing (b) the signum function, 
(c) the responses, and (d) numerical error of displacement.                     
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4.2. Example 2 
Then with 3nω =  and 0.1 3ζ = , and under a random force 

( ) 5 ,i ip t R=                                       (17) 

where Ri are random numbers between [−1, 1], the input, the Sign and the responses are plotted in Figure 2. It is 
interesting that the values of Sign are randomly jumping between +1 and −1 in some intervals of time. 

4.3. Analyzing the Barcode under Earthquakes 
With 2π 1.5nω =  and 0.02ζ = , and under the El Centro earthquake ( )gu t , which is adjusted to  
( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −   as the input to Equation (1), the barcode and the responses are plotted in Figure 3. 

As shown in Figure 3(b), the time history of Sign looks like a barcode, which is interesting that the values of 
Sign are frequently jumping between +1 and −1 with a certain structure. 

Now we analyze the Sign and the length as shown in Figure 4 within a short time interval of [ ]0,2t∈ , 
which is starting from the initial conditions ( ) ( )( ) ( )0 , 0 0.1,0.01x x = , where we take 2nω =  and 

0.01 2ζ =  and ( ) ( )50 gp t u t= −   being the input. First we note that the length as governed by Equation (5) 
has the following property: 
 

 
Figure 2. Under (a) a random force, showing (b) the signum function, 
and (c) the responses.                                                    
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Figure 3. Under (a) the El Centro earthquake, showing (b) the barcode, 
and (c) the responses.                                                     

 

( )0
dsign 0 0,
d

c
t

< <
⇔

> >
x                                 (18) 

where ( ) ( )0sign signc = ⋅f x . Then, as a schematic plot shown in Figure 5, there are two dis-connected sets of 
( )2 2 22 0− ⋅ <f x f x  in the hyper-plane (x, f): 

1 ,
2

⋅ >f x f x                                    (19) 

1 .
2

⋅ < −f x f x                                   (20) 

We may call them the first set of dis-connectivity and the second set of dis-connectivity, respectively. Clearly, 
the first set of dis-connectivity is a subset of sign(c0) = +1, and the second set of dis-connectivity is a subset of 
sign(c0) = −1. 

If Equation (2) satisfies 
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Figure 4. Under the El Centro earthquake, (a) showing two signum func-
tions, and (b) the length with a small time interval.                             

 

 
Figure 5. A schematic plot of the area of Sign = +1, Sign = −1, sign(c0) = 
+1, and sign(c0) = −1 in the plane.                                          

 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 2 2
0 0 0 0, 0,   and  sign 2 1,   , then ,   .t t t t t t t⋅ > − ⋅ = − ∀ ≥ →∞ →∞f x x f x f x x       (21) 

Under the first assumption the case in Equation (20) is impossible because it contradicts to  

( )( ) ( )0 0 0, 0t t t⋅ >f x x . Then under the condition of ( )( )2 2 2sign 2 1− ⋅ = −f x f x , it is always 

,   , 
2

1
0tt ≥∀>⋅ xfxf                                 (22) 
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because the two sets of dis-connectivity are dis-connected, and from the first set to the second set it must go to  

( )( )2 2 2sign 2 1− ⋅ = +f x f x  in some time interval. Then using Equations (5) and (22) we have 

d 1 0,
d 2t

> >x f                                    (23) 

which means that the length grows with time. Thus, Equation (21) is proven. 
For a system being excited by earthquake the value of Sign is not always +1 as that shown in Figure 1(b) for 

the harmonic input. As shown in Figure 3(b) the values of Sign are varying between −1 to +1 and +1 to −1 very 
fast, and then the Sign will return to +1 again as shown in Figure 4(a); otherwise, by Equation (21) the system 
will respond unstably and thus the displacement will tend to infinity. In order to compare the values of sign(c0) 
with the values of Sign we plot them in Figure 4(a) with solid line and dashed line, respectively, where we make 
a slight shift of the dashed line downward for clear. On the other hand, for a distinction the first set of dis-con- 
nectivity is filled by solid black points. 

As shown in Figure 5, in the plane the areas of sign(c0) = +1 and sign(c0) = −1 are connected while that the 
sets of Sign = +1 and Sign = −1 are dis-connected as mentioned in the above. When sign(c0) changes from +1 to 
−1, for example from point f1 to point f2 in the figure, the Sign must jump from −1 to +1. This jumping behavior 
is termed a cross jumping. On the other hand, we also find the co-jumping behavior which is happened when 
both the Sign and sign(c0) are jumping from −1 to +1 simultaneously. The above two jumping behaviors are col-
lected as a coupled-jumping, which renders a quite complex structure of the barcode as shown in Figure 3(b). 

From Figure 4(a) we can observe the following interesting phenomena: 1) While the first set of dis-connec- 
tivity is a subset of sign(c0) = +1, the second set of dis-connectivity is a subset of sign(c0) = −1. 2) In a time in-
terval of the state with Sign = −1, the state is either in the first set of dis-connectivity or in the second set of dis- 
connectivity. 3) From one first set of dis-connectivity to another first set of dis-connectivity there must accom-
pany a jump from Sign = −1 to Sign = +1. This also holds for the second set of dis-connectivity. 4) From one 
first set of dis-connectivity to one second set of dis-connectivity, or vice-versa, there must accompany a jump 
from Sign = −1 to Sign = +1. For some cases this jumping only happens at one time point. 5) When sign(c0) 
jumps from +1 to −1 as remarked in Figure 4(a) by the symbols + and − (i.e., the length is decreased), and if the 
Sign is in the state of −1, then the Sign will jump from −1 to +1 as remarked in Figure 4(a) by the symbols − 
and +. Indeed in Figure 4(a) we can observe that there are four times to happen the cross jumping behavior in 
the interval of [ ]0,2t∈ . Besides the first one, the other three times are marked by the Arabic numbers 2, 3 and 
4 in Figure 4(a). Besides, there is also a co-jumping as remarked in Figure 4(a). The proof of 5) is obvious by 
viewing Figure 5 that the first set of Sign = −1 cannot directly jump to the second set of Sign = −1. When f1 
goes to f2, the Sign changes from −1 to +1. 

In Figure 6 we compare the barcodes with 1) 2π 1.5nω = , 0.02ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −  , 2) 

2π 1.5nω = , 0.02ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 24.9 m secgp t u t= −  , 3) 2π 1.5nω = , 0.05ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −  , 

and 4) 2π 2nω = , 0.02ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −  . 

4.4. The First Set of Dis-Connectivity under Earthquakes 
In this example we let the Chi-Chi earthquake be the input to Equation (1). With 2π 1.5nω =  and 0.02ζ = , 
and under the Chi-Chi earthquake ( )gu t  recorded at the station of CHY028, we adjust it to be 
( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −   as shown in Figure 7(a). The barcode and the responses are plotted in Figure 7(b) 

and Figure 7(c). 
In Figure 8 we compare the barcodes with 1) 2π 1.5nω = , 0.02ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −  , 2) 

2π 1.5nω = , 0.02ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 24.9 m secgp t u t= −  , 3) 2π 1.5nω = , 0.05ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −  , 

and 4) 2π 0.5nω = , 0.02ζ =  and ( ) ( ) 20.98 m secgp t u t= −  . 
In Figure 9(a) for the Chi-Chi earthquake with different scaling factor fr in ( ) ( )9.8 r gp t f u t= −   as being the 

input to Equation (1), and with 2π 1.5nω =  and 0.02ζ = , we plot the percentage in the first set of dis-connec- 
tivity in Figure 9(b), which is near to forty eight percentage, and at the same time we also display the numbers 
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Figure 6. Under the El Centro earthquake, comparing the barcodes under 
different scaling factor, damping ratio and natural period.                         

 
of coupled-jumping as discussed above with respect to the scaling factor fr in Figure 9(c). It can be seen that the 
number is either 24 or 25. In the plane as shown in Figure 5, the first set of dis-connectivity with Sign = −1 is 
only in one quarter. But under a strong earthquake, the high occupation of the first set of dis-connectivity is near 
to fifty percentage as shown in Figure 9(b). 

In Figure 10, under the Chi-Chi earthquake (CHY080) as shown in (a), we plot the first set of dis-connectiv- 
ity which is near to forty nine percentage as shown in Figure 10(b), and the number of coupled-jumping is plot-
ted in Figure 10(c), which is either 6 or 7. 

In Figure 11(a) for the El Centro earthquake (ELC180) with different scaling factor fr in ( ) ( )9.8 r gp t f u t= −  , 
and with πnω =  and 0.02ζ = , we plot the first set of dis-connectivity which is near to forty six percentage as 
shown in Figure 11(b), and the number of coupled-jumping is plotted in Figure 11(c), which is 0 or 1 for most 
scaling factors. In Figure 12(a) for the Loma Prieta earthquake (47379 Gilroy Array # 1) with different scaling 
factor fr in ( ) ( )9.8 r gp t f u t= −  , and with πnω =  and 0.02ζ = , we plot the first set of dis-connectivity which 
is near to forty six percentage as shown in Figure 12(b), and the number of coupled-jumping is plotted in Fig- 
ure 12(c), which is between 1 to 7. 

It is surprising that the percentage of the first set of disconnectivity and the number of coupled-jumping are 
almost constant for each earthquake, which seems to be scale-invariant. In the plane as shown in Figure 5, the  
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Figure 7. Under the Chi-Chi earthquake (CHY028) in (a), (b) showing 
the barcode, and (c) the responses.                                         

 
first set of dis-connectivity with Sign = −1 is only in one quarter. But under strong earthquakes, the high occupa-
tion of the first set of dis-connectivity is near to fifty percentage. The high percentage of occupation demon-
strates the importance of the first set of dis-connectivity in the strong earthquake motion. As comparing the 
above four earthquakes we can also observe that stronger earthquake leads to larger percentage of the first set of 
dis-connectivity. Finally, under the same scaling factor fr = 0.5 in ( ) ( )9.8 r gp t f u t= −   and the same πnω =  
and 0.02ζ = , in Figure 13 we compare the relative percentages of first set of dis-connectivity for the El Cen-
tro earthquake (ELC180), the Loma Prieta earthquake (47379 Gilroy Array #1), and two records (CHY028, 
CHY080) of Chi-Chi earthquake. The relative percentage is a time history of the time-duration of the first set of 
dis-connectivity, whose time is dividing by the total time of earthquake. This figure reflects that the Chi-Chi 
earthquake has larger values than that of the El Centro and the Loma Prieta earthquakes, and CHY080 is larger 
than CHY028. This can also be explained by calculating the power of earthquake with the 2 -norm of earth- 
quake, of which the power value of CHY080 is 0.7765, of CHY028 is 0.6193 and of the El Centro earthquake is 
0.3444. The Loma Prieta earthquake (47379 Gilroy Array #1) leads to a close curve with that produced by the El 
Centro earthquake, whose power is 0.33. 

5. Conclusions 
For a single-degree-of-freedom system subjected to an earthquake excitation, we have investigated the response  
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Figure 8. Under the Chi-Chi earthquake (CHY028), comparing the barcodes 
under different scaling factor, damping ratio and natural period.                     

 
behavior from a newly developed theory about the dynamical system of ( ), t=x f x  by viewing the signum 
function of ( )2 2 22 .− ⋅f x f x  The main idea in this paper is that the earthquake will make the function f 
highly complex in time, even the linear system is simple in x. Under this situation, we expect that the signum 
function being a time varying function will disclose the complexity of earthquake, such that we can study its 
structure. The barcode was formed by plotting the signum function Sign with respect to the time history of an 
earthquake. We have analyzed the jumping behavior from two famous earthquake inputs of 1940 El Centro 
earthquake and 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. Several barcodes were used to reveal a quite complex structure of 
earthquake, and we have demonstrated the importance of the first set of dis-connectivity, whose high percentage 
occupation is very interesting when one considers the linear system under a strong earthquake. Through the 
comparisons of four earthquake inputs, we have observed that stronger earthquake leads to larger percentage of 
the first set of dis-connectivity. The coupled-jumping behavior may happen due to the random property of  
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Figure 9. Under (a) the Chi-Chi earthquake (CHY028) with dif-
ferent scaling factor, showing (b) the percentage in the first set of 
dis-connectivity, and (c) the number of coupled-jumping.                  

 

 
Figure 10. Under (a) the Chi-Chi earthquake (CHY080) with dif-
ferent scaling factor, showing (b) the percentage in the first set of 
dis-connectivity, and (c) the number of coupled-jumping.                  
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Figure 11. Under (a) the El Centro earthquake (ELC180) with different 
scaling factor, showing (b) the percentage in the first set of dis-connec- 
tivity, and (c) the number of coupled-jumping.                                

 

 
Figure 12. Under (a) the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (47379 Gilroy 
Array #1) with different scaling factor, showing (b) the percentage in 
the first set of dis-connectivity, and (c) the number of coupled-jumping.          
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Figure 13. Comparing the relative percentages of first set of dis-con- 
nectivity for the El Centro earthquake (ELC180), two records (CHY028, 
CHY080) of Chi-Chi earthquake, and the Loma Prieta earthquake 
(47379 Gilroy Array #1).                                             

 
earthquakes, and its number seems scale-independence. This is just an initial study by correlating the percentage 
of the first set of dis-connectivity to the earthquake, and there are still many works to study the barcode and the 
use of it to forecast the intensity of earthquake before the rapid coming of main shock impulse. In the future, we 
will analyze the signal of barcode for many earthquake records, and thus we can correlate the intensity and fre-
quency content of an earthquake to the first set of dis-connectivity. 
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Abstract 
In this study, the application of the resilience concept of the flood event depending on progress of 
the time is analyzed as the hazard occurrence, the disaster risk, the damage risk, and the evolution 
of the damages. Flood disaster is defined as the occurrence of an inundation in an exposed area. 
The human exposure (loss of life, injury, ···), structural (buildings, roads, ···) and functional (eco-
nomic, political, ··· functions of an area) economic exposure cause high risk of damage if the area 
in which the hazard occurs is at low resilience. Furthermore the damage will increase without 
adequate response against disaster. The flood disaster risk is decreased by flood control measures, 
reducing structural and functional exposure. Non-structural measures, such as appropriate 
prior-evacuation, decrease the human exposure to flood disaster. This study reviews the events of 
2000 and 2011 floods in the Shonai River basin in Japan to help assess resilience to flood disaster. 
These two events had the same type of hazards in intensity and location, allowing the study in 
terms of adaptation to flood disaster in the river basin to focus on the structural and nonstructural 
effort to increase resilience of the disaster depending on progress of the time. 

 
Keywords 
Heavy Rainfall, Flood, Flood Mitigation, Evacuation, Hazard, Resilience, Risk Management 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Flood disaster is one of the major natural disasters around the world in terms of frequency, victims and econom-
ic losses [1]. Flood management and mitigation consisting in the establishment of structural measures in flood- 
prone areas such as levees setup to protect directly exposed areas, dams and retarding pond upstream to reduce 
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the peak discharge of floods and so on, even if sometimes criticized [2], not only are still up to date the only way 
of reducing the geographical impact of a hazard, but also are part of holistic the concept called “the modes of 
coping with natural hazard” of Burton et al. [3]. It is however true that structural measures have unpredicted 
impacts as the effect of a disaster in case of levee breach [4] or reduction of risk awareness; therefore, they 
should be complemented by non-structural measures to face potential levee breach and maintain risk knowledge.  

The purpose of this research is to link conceptual research done during the past 30 years in social sciences on 
disaster management and applied previous hydrology with river hydraulic engineering. Because in social 
sciences there is no consensus on concepts meaning [5] [6], it is necessary to define clearly what word will be 
used with what meaning. 

Japan is known for its exposition to numerous hazards, and the high exposure of its population in megacities 
in deltaic floodplains. Continuous flood levees and flood control dams are characteristic and reasonably signifi-
cant infrastructures for flood protection in Japan since the eighteenth century. But the rapid urban changes dur-
ing the high economic growth era (1950-1980) had an influence on the lifestyle and the risk culture of urbanites 
changing the acceptation of risk and increasing people’s vulnerability to hazard. 

From the above recognition of the topics, firstly in this paper we review the characteristics of floods in Japan 
simply; then we will present the definitions of several concepts used in this study to assess the adaptation to 
flood risk by increasing structural and non-structural measure to fight flood risk.  

Then two floods in the Shonai River basin near Nagoya metropolis which affected unban activity are taken as 
examples to be investigated, based on the above scenario described by the fundamental concepts. Two floods 
occurred in the Shonai River basin in 2000 and 2011, and we analyze how the adaptation of resilience against 
flood disaster was achieved. 

2. Flood Disasters in Japan 
Japan stretches from the south west to the north east, and mountains higher than 2000 m form a backbone which 
brings short and steep rivers with rapid runoff. It is located at the west of the Pacific Ocean (see Figure 1), and 
is exposed to typhoons and characteristic fronts which bring heavy torrential downpours in summer and autumn. 
Such conditions cause serious floods. Population and human activities are concentrated in limited alluvial plains, 
where floods with large discharge threat them. Alluvial plains are protected against river floods by continuous 
flood levees additionally with flood control by dams reducing peak discharge. Such infrastructures against 
floods have been improved with gradual river improvement projects based on the master plan and concentrated 
efforts especially after flood disasters. Actually we have experienced a lot of flood disasters in alluvial plains 
where inundations due to levee breaches have caused serious damage in human life and activities. We have also 
experienced disasters in mountain area where debris flows have caused serious losses of life and properties, but 
this category of flood is not dealt with in this paper. 

The safety level of the river improvement is measured by the return period of flood discharge which is related 
to the accumulated rainfall of the river basin for one event. In Japan, the duration of a flood (rainfall) is 1 - 3 
days. The discharge is related to the return period, and the safety level is measured whether corresponding dis-
charge can be safely conveyed within the flood levees considering the free board. In other words, if the flood 
stage exceeds the “high water level” (HWL, the elevation of the top of the levee minus the free board), the 
chances of a flood disaster (inundation due to levee breach) is increasing (hypothesis in flood mitigation plan-
ning). The return period of the maximum discharge which can be safely conveyed within the levees indicates the 
 

 
Figure 1. Map of Japan.              
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safety level of the river or the floodplain of that river. At present in Japan, each river has the master plan which 
must be completed within 30 years, though we have higher safety level as project.  

Japan has a disadvantage against floods because the population and human activities are concentrated in low-
land floodplain, therefore sometimes the floodplain protected by levees is lower than the river bed. Furthermore 
under poor river improvement conditions, the flood risk is extremely higher against the possible hazard which 
must be measured by the flood discharge or the accumulated rainfall in a river basin for an event. Poorly pre-
pared river means not only one with insufficient levees but also with insufficient cross section (higher bed level 
and river with higher hydraulic resistance). Previously, inundations were frequently occurring due to poor 
achievement of levee construction and higher bed level (poorly dredged), but inhabitants were ready to protect 
their daily lives by several strategies recognized as non-structural measures: living in higher lands, small-scale 
ring levees surrounding homes or villages and evacuation on flooding. 

Recently, river improvement has been advanced though it has not reached the master plan level. Because of 
accumulation of flood protection infrastructures, the decreasing trend of the number of casualties has been 
achieved from a few thousand to a few dozen during this half century. However, the recent problems exist on the 
casualties due to insufficient strategy of evacuation once inundation is occurred. The river improvement is still 
undergoing (under the master plan level), non-structural measures are needed to reduce the risk of disaster once 
the hazard exceeds the mitigation measures (inundation). In order to reduce the risk of damage by flood, human 
activities would avoid those in the lower area. However, on the urban development process, population and hu-
man activities have expanded to the extremely risky areas because of the lower price of land. Furthermore, 
non-structural measures have not very effective (low evacuation rates) because inhabitants in flood plains had 
less experience of inundation and their life style has been extremely changed. We have to devise new system to 
operate such non-structural measures even in modern society.  

3. Concepts Employed in Discussion of Flood Disaster 
Though some concepts necessary in discussion of flood mitigation were already employed in the previous chap-
ter, they are carefully defined in the following (see Figure 2) in order to make the further discussions clear. The 
concepts to be discussed here are “hazard”, “disaster risk”, “exposure”, “damage risk”, and “resilience” and/or 
“vulnerability” for the discussion on flood disaster in a floodplain with particular reference to examples in Ja-
pan. 
 

 
Figure 2. Some concepts employed in discussion of flood disaster.                                   
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“Hazard” is defined as “the manifestation of a natural or human originated phenomenon with uncertain but 
supposed extreme intensity and/or very low occurrence potentiality”, in our flood case it is the discharge in a 
river which may cause a “disaster risk”. Discharge is brought by accumulated rainfall of a river basin because 
duration of one-event heavy rainfall and its runoff into a river are in the same order in Japan and within a few 
days. If the water stage due to the discharge hydrograph exceeds the safety level (HWL = “high water level”) of 
the flood levee, the risk of flood “disaster” becomes extremely high. “Disaster” is defined as “the occurrence of 
a hazard exceeding the mitigation-structural measures—and preparedness-nonstructural measures setup up to 
this time to prevent disaster, therefore causing structural, functional and human damages to the exposed areas”. 
In our case, the flood disaster can be caused by levee overtopping or levee breach. Simply saying, the risk of 
flood is determined by the comparison between forthcoming flood discharge and the “protection level” (height 
of levee and height of river bed level). In order to reduce the risk of flood disaster, river improvement (flood 
protection) should be done (construction of levee, enlargement of river cross section such as dredging, and dam 
construction to reduce the peak discharge). Due to the megacity environment of our study field, it has to be re-
membered that one hazard causing a disaster (levee overtopping) can also occasion events increasing the origi-
nal disaster (shortage in electricity, inability to reach persons in danger···) therefore preparedness (nonstructural 
measures setup) like prior evacuation, risk culture maintenance, real-time information dispatch are needed. 

When inundation (flood disaster) occurs, “damage”: human, functional and structural losses and disturbances 
is related to the “exposure”: human structural and functional activities located in areas where a hazard can be 
expected. Reducing the exposure must be done by structural (reducing the hazard-prone area) and non-structural 
measures (maintain activities, functions and preserve human life) to reduce the risk of damage. Prior-evacuation 
is a strategy to reduce temporarily the human exposure in addition to land use change and building surrounding 
dikes. In modern urbanized area where life style has been changed, we have to construct a system to assist a 
strategic prior-evacuation with proper information and alert and to support the shelters. 

Furthermore, we have to consider how to reduce the evolution of damage, and it requires rapid recover and 
restoration. For the time being, the areas of human activities in floodplains particularly in urbanized area are 
vulnerable (inability to cope with a disaster) against flood disaster and the subsequent damages. In order to 
overcome such vulnerability or to increase resilience (ability to prepare for, cope with, and recover from a dis-
aster) against flood disaster and the subsequent damages, we have to prepare firstly structural measures (flood 
management infrastructures) to reduce the structural and functional exposure (inundation), then the nonstructural 
measures to reduce the human exposure against damages by inundation, and furthermore the disaster manage-
ment system has to support rapid recover and restoration to reduce the expansion of damages. 

4. Tokai Heavy Rainfall Disaster in 2000 and Shonai River Flood in 2011  
4.1. Shonai River Basin and Nagoya City 
The Shonai River basin is located in the center of Japan (see Figure 1 and Figure 3(a)). The total length of 
Shonai River is 96 km and the area of its river basin is 1010 km2. There are 17 municipalities in this river basin. 
The lower reach (0 - 35 km) flows in an alluvial plain, and Nagoya metropolitan is located in this area where the 
main central function such as industries, economies and transportation system and the population are concen-
trated. The population in this river basin is about 4.3 million, and more than 3.9 million is concentrated in the 
lower reach including in Nagoya and Kasugai cities (see Figure 3(b)). The site of Shidami (34 km from the river 
mouth) and Biwajima (lower reach, 14.5 km from the river mouth) is selected as the reference site of river mas-
ter plan. 

4.2. Heavy Rainfall Events in 2000 (Tokai Heavy Rainfall Disaster) 
In September 2000, we experienced a severe flood disaster in Nagoya metropolitan area. The heavy torrential 
downpour recorded 100 mm within an hour at Nagoya meteorological observatory and the accumulated rainfall 
of the Shonai River basin exceeded 500 mm, then the peak discharge of the Shonai River exceeded the capacity 
at that time. The safety level of the river reached at most the level with return period of 30 years in those days. 
Hence, the water stage along the river exceeded HWL, several levee breaches occurred and the most serious one 
was a levee breach in “Shinkawa River,” a tributary (diversion) of the Shonai River in northern Nagoya. In addi-
tion, because of insufficient urban drainage, a wide area was seriously inundated. Insufficient urban drainage  
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(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Shonai River basin; (b) Population distribution map in the Shonai River basin in 2000.                        
 
was caused not only by limited capacity of pumping but also by stopping pumps mechanically by inundation and 
institutionally because of higher river stage at the outlet of drainage.  

The casualties were fortunately few (less than 10 casualties in the Shonai River basin), but the economic loss 
due to this disaster reached 70 billion yen (US $7 billion) and around 90% was from general economic activities 
(not related to public works loss). There were a lot of inhabitants and small factories in lowland area near the 
river, which were seriously affected.  

In addition, various damages were focused on related to daily urban activities not only in seriously inundated 
area but also even in not-inundated area. In particular, inundated water invaded into the subway facilities (sta-
tions and railways) and metropolitan functions were paralyzed. Needless to say, the transportation failure is se-
rious in daily life and economic activities particularly in urban area and the flood caused the Japanese bullet 
train to stop, causing communication problems between the two major cities of Japan, increasing the scale of the 
disaster’s consequence at national level. Not only transportation, sewage system were damaged. In general, se-
rious inundation brings paralysis of life lines such as water supply, energy (electricity and city gas) and telecom. 
Because of inundation and subsequent damage of lifelines, many people required refuges and could not return to 
their houses and offices for several days. Furthermore the garbage treatment problem after inundation was se-
rious. Nagoya metropolis area had a serious issue to look for garbage dump area even before the disaster, and in 
addition they had to treat large amount of garbage due to inundation disaster. In particular, electric products such 
as refrigerators and computers, cars, and furniture such as tatami mats and so on could not be reused after inun-
dation and they were bulky and heavy to deal with, slowing the recovery period after the disaster.  

Some areas were inundated because of insufficient urban drainage system, but some of them were caused by 
insufficient river improvement because the pumping from the sewage system to the river was not allowed when 
the water stage exceeds the limit. During Tokai flood, however, some levee breaches occurred and some inhabi-
tants doubted illegal release from the pumps after the water stage exceeded HWL. 

4.3. Resilience Adaptation after Tokai Flood 
The Tokai flood in 2000, helped to recognize the vulnerability of this, and river improvements have been under-
took using the framework of “special recovering project against serious disaster” and the successive planned 
river improvement according to the master plan. The former is the framework to repair and improve infrastruc-
ture to avoid the disaster due to the hazard of the same pattern then the previous (Tokai flood) disaster which has 
been done during the 5 following years (2001-2006). This project was realized on the Shonai River and its tri-
butary the Shinkawa River, and for the Tenpaku River (another river system in Nagoya metropolis). This project 
consisted of the expansion of the cross section of the river to keep the capacity of flood passing by river-bed 
dredging and the strengthening of the levee (seepage protection against levee breach). The expected return pe-
riod for structural measures was increased and the Shonai River has now the protection ability against the level 
of Tokai flood. After Tokai flood after finishing the special project, the master plan project understanding suc-
cessive river improvements to aim the level of 50 years return period was undertook and should be completed 
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within 30 years.  
In addition to the structural measures (flood protection), the non-structural measures have been discussed. The 

effective way is reducing the exposure to the risk of inundation. The targeted project was to improve prior- 
evacuation, and firstly the proper information system has been improved at all levels of the disaster management 
system. First, the river manager made an “inundation map for design flood” (prediction for 200 years return pe-
riod flood intensity, which are more severe than the master plan level) and provide it to the city disaster manag-
ers in charge of evacuation, and then the city made a “hazard map” distributed it to the inhabitants to show indi-
viduals inundation to expect and evacuation information at the community level. Then the inhabitants can ac-
knowledge the hazardous area for flood risk, and can recognize the risk of inundation with successive damages 
for each forthcoming event and take necessary pre-evacuation measures (information provided on pre-evacua- 
tion measures by the city with the hazard map). Some of the inhabitants can evacuate based on the information 
on real time weather and river (available on the Shonai River Bureau website) and with the “hazard map”. And 
the suggestions of the timing of prior-evacuation will help inhabitants who may not start actions without incen-
tive.  

The evacuation suggestion (advice) or order (obligation to evacuate) is issued from the community head 
(mayor), for whom it is generally difficult to judge the proper timing of evacuation with insufficient information 
on rivers and knowledge on inundation processes. They often hesitate to issue such orders, therefore, in order to 
avoid the situation of delayed evacuation suggestion, the process was systematized as follows: The river manag-
er provides the information not only for the real time data on the river (water stage) but also their forecast. Then, 
the standardized process to judge the timing of evacuation with necessary procedures in the community (muni-
cipality) was discussed and the framework of the risk management system (information of river data from the 
river manager and suggested tasks of community) was established as shown in Figure 4. This figure shows 
timeline for the river manager which may help community to issue evacuation suggestion or commend. 

Next, the information from the community to the inhabitants should be improved. In this area, a system was 
constructed through mobile-phone mail system to send automatically necessary information for emergency. 
Then, a necessary issue is the promotion for the inhabitants to carry out prior-evacuation (education and train-
ing). The system to support evacuees on the way of evacuation and in the refuges should be improved too. At the 
present time, the community cannot deal with all the evacuees properly. 

4.4. Shonai River Flood in 2011 Compared with Tokai Flood in 2000 
In September 2011, 11 years later after the Tokai flood, heavy rainfall stroke the Shonai River basin again and 
the peak discharge of flood along the Shonai River was almost same to each other (design flood level of the 
master plan). Figure 5 shows the weather maps for those events for comparison, and it is recognized that the 
weather conditions are very similar to each other where the typhoon existed on the south east of Kyushu island 
and the front expanded from the vicinity of the typhoon to the north east. Rainfalls within an hour were near 100 
mm and accumulated rainfalls reached around 500 mm, though highest intensity of the hazard was slightly dif-
ferent for the two events. Heavy rainfall concentrated near Nagoya city in 2000 while it concentrated near Shi-
dami in the middle reach of the Shonai River as shown in Figure 6.  
 

 
Figure 4. Timeline of timing information for river manager in stage hydrograph.                    
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Figure 5. Weather maps for 2000 and 2011 of heavy rainfall.                                                 

 

 
Figure 6. Spatial distribution of accumulated rainfalls for 2000 and 2011 rainfalls.                             

 
The observed peak discharges were almost the same on the both events and it was around the designed flood 

discharge (3500 m3/s). As seen in Figure 7 (comparison of the stage hydrographs between 2000 and 2011 
floods), the peak stage at Shidami (middle reach) for 2011 flood was higher than the one for 2000 flood, but the 
peak stage at Biwajima was lower. In addition, the duration time of flood in 2011 was shorter than that in 2000.  

We would say that the flood (heavy rainfall) in 2011 was the same level of “hazard” with that in 2000 though 
there were slight differences. In particular the spatial difference brought a great difference in exposure. The low-
er reach of the Shonai River where the 2000 flood occurred is a highly metropolitan exposed flood plain area 
with much more population and economic activities than the middle reach where the 2011 flood occurred. 

4.5. Assessment of Resilience Adaptation after Tokai Flood 
Because of the advancement of river improvement by the special project after 2000 flood and the successive 
river improvement according to the master plan, the impact of the hazard (inundation) were quite different from 
each other. The “disaster risk” is suggested by comparing the flood stage along the river with HWL. Figure 8 
shows the longitudinal profiles of HWL with flood marks (peak water stage) for 2000 and 2011 floods. When 
the floods in 2000 and 2011 are compared with each other in this figure, in the lower reach the water stage in 
2011 was obviously lower and it exceeded HWL nowhere though being almost the same discharge flow there. 
This was caused mainly by the result of the special project after 2000 flood. The hazard being contained by 
structural measures, the lower reach didn’t suffer any disaster, while in the middle reach near Shidami, the flood 
marks were higher than those in 2000 and exceeded HWL in some places. In Shidami district, the over flow 
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Figure 7. The stage hydrographs at Biwajima and Shidami for 2000 and 2011 floods (time axes set for the peaks to be the 
same).                                                                                                        
 

 
Figure 8. The longitudinal profiles of HWL with flood marks for 2000 and 2011 floods.                                        
 
occurred to cause successive inundation (and high risk of levee breach to be accompanied with flood fighting 
activities), and higher stage of the river disturbed the drainage activity from the areas along the river (Tajimi and 
Kasugai cities).  

The special project for 2000 flood was concentrated only in the lower reach, and even the successive river 
improvement according to the master plan has been progressed from the downstream. The project of the expan-
sion of the cross section is an improvement that has to be realized progressing from the downstream from the 
viewpoint of hydraulic influence.  

In addition, the concentration of rainfall in the middle reach in 2011 brought the rapid runoff with sharp hy-
drograph in the middle reach. Furthermore, it might be guessed that bed morphological change was promoted by 
the 2000 flood’s propagation and the vegetation invasion increased the hydraulic resistance leading to higher 
water stage consequences. It is reasonable to expect river improvement to progress from the downstream but we 
have to take care of the maintenance of river bed and vegetation even in the upstream reach.  
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In 2011 flood, higher water stage in the middle reach brought the higher downstream condition for the flood 
in the tributaries. Particularly along the Hatta River, a tributary of the Shonai River, on which a levee overtop-
ping occurred, caused serious inundation with poor drainage, and the inhabitants along this river were seriously 
threatened by extremely high risk of levee breach (see Figure 9). 

Because fortunately no obvious levee breaches occurred, the disaster was not serious. However from the 
viewpoint of risk management, comparatively large area of the river basin area was threatened by flood risk be-
cause the water stage exceeded HWL at several points along the middle reach of the Shonai River and its tribu-
taries. After 2000 flood, the citizen was presumed to know the hazard map. The information of the water stage of 
the river was supplied to the municipalities from the river manager with its forecast, and the municipalities be-
haved almost exactly as expected to the presumed scenario (the standard was already shown by Figure 4) as 
shown in Figure 10. 

In 2011, Nagoya mayor issued “evacuation recommendation” smoothly according to the aforementioned 
framework, and the number of targeted inhabitants was more than a million (1,095,204). The newspaper on the 
next day commented comparatively favorably. However, actually only 4394 peoples (around 0.4%) followed the 
suggestions to evacuate. In 2000, the prior evacuation was not suggested though 32,155 peoples finally eva-
cuated. While, on the heavy rainfall in 2008, based on the standard framework, Nagoya city issued the evacua-
tion recommendation to 360,000 peoples. Then, already the standard format for issuing recommendation was 
functioning but the number of peoples who evacuated was only 375 (0.1%). Because of the development of area 
mailing service for alert through mobile phones have been developed and became popular, the ratio of the evac-
uation has increased gradually. On 2011 flood, prior-evacuation was recommended at appropriate timing based 
on smooth process for issuing evacuation recommendation, but the following remains to be discussed: 1) Are the 
inhabitants targeted for evacuation reasonable, and if not how can we explain lack of interest in evacuation in 
order to fix the problem? 2) Are the communities ready to accept and support such number of evacuee?  

According to the present manual, the target of evacuation recommendation is all inhabitants in the administra-
tive districts parts of which may be inundated, and thus all of them are not necessary to evacuate. The inhabitants 
 

 
Figure 9. Overflowing from top of the levee in Hatta River.                                   

 

 
Figure 10. The presumed scenario of timing information and action for river manager.             
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can recognize whether it is necessary to evacuate or not if they consult the hazard map, but only a few people 
will evacuate if they know not all are required to evacuate. Moreover, hazard map is based on an inundation map 
where inundated areas for some scenarios with different breaching points are overlaid, and it may include the 
area to be inundated later after the beginning of inundation (breach of the levee). In other words, nobody recog-
nize the exact numbers of inhabitants necessary to evacuate.  

On the other hand, the support for evacuees is not well prepared. The refuges or the shelters have less capacity 
compared with numbers of evacuees, while nobody has checked the exact number of evacuees. 

5. Conclusions 
In this study, we focused on the floods due to heavy rainfalls in Shonai River basin in 2000 and 2011, which 
were caused by hazards that could almost match the actual master plan projected structural measures improve-
ments. Nagoya metropolis, the 4th largest city, exists on the Shonai River basin, and the floods threatened the 
urban functions both at local and national scale.  

The research was conducted in the framework constituted by the following concepts: “hazard”, “disaster risk”, 
“exposure”, “damage risk”, “mitigation” as structural measures against flood, “preparedness” as non-structural 
measures mitigate the damages by flood, and “resilience” and/or “vulnerability” from more integrated view-
points including prevention, coping, repair and restoration abilities. We clearly defined those concepts for floods 
in Japan. Based on these concepts, the two floods were investigated with particular reference of resilience adap-
tation after 2000 flood, and finally the remaining problems were pointed out. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to calculate the binary and triplet distribution functions for dilute relati-

vistic plasma in terms of the thermal parameter µ  where 
2

µ =
mc
KT

, m is the mass of charge; c  

is the speed of light; K  is the Boltzmann’s constant; and T  is the absolute temperature. Our 
calculations are based on the relativistic Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon (BBGKY) hie-
rarchy. We obtain classical binary and triplet distribution functions for one- and two-component 
plasmas. The excess free energy and pressure are represented in the forms of a convergent series 
expansions in terms of the thermal parameter µ . 
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1. Introduction 
Studying the properties of plasma has received a great interest in both astrophysical and laboratory plasma ap-
plication. The relativistic binary distribution function is one of the most important functions of statistical me-
chanics. The importance of the distribution function in statistical mechanics is due to the fact that all the   
thermodynamic quantities, such as the pressure, the internal energy and the free energies, can be calculated from 
it. 

Relativistic statistical mechanics has a long story, but we may notice that, whereas the theory of relativistic 
ideal gases has received deep and detailed developments, little has been achieved in order to account for mutual 
interactions between particles [1]. In statistical physics, the BBGKY hierarchy (Bogoliubov-Born-Green-  
Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy, sometimes called Bogoliubov hierarchy) is a set of equations describing the dynam-
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ics of a system of a large number of interacting particles. The equation for an s-particle distribution function 
(probability density function) in the BBGKY hierarchy includes the ( )1s + -particle distribution function thus 
forming a coupled chain of equations [2]. Their history of 70 years has brought enormous progress in the inves-
tigation of the transition from the microscopic to the macroscopic world, and they are still an attractive starting 
point for new developments. In particular, great advance has come by clever methods of truncation, approxi- 
mation and scaling limits of the hierarchy, providing in various cases a justification of the kinetic equations de-
scribing particle systems on mesoscopic (intermediate) scales [3]. Many authors studied the BBGKY hierarchy 
[4] and [5]; Hussein and Eisa [6] [7] calculated the binary and triplet distribution function for one- and two- 
component plasmas for quantum and classical non-relativistic plasma. In this paper, we will calculate these dis-
tributions in the relativistic case in terms of plasma thermal parameter. Arendt and Eilek [8] showed that the  

pair-plasma distribution functions could be described by a thermal parameter 
2mc

KT
µ =  that was moderately  

relativistic. The thermal parameter value plays a significant role for the stability of our system. Barcons and La-
piedra (1984) [9] gave explicit expressions for the thermodynamic functions of a high-temperature electron-  
positron plasma and gave expression for distribution functions for a classical dilute arbitrarily hot plasma in 
equilibrium which we compared our results with it.  

Special relativity, however, does not permit velocities greater than the speed of light c  and is thus incom-
patible with a Maxwellian distribution that predicts a non-zero probability for every velocity [10]. It is possible 
to obtain the relativistic Maxwellian distribution (Jüttner distribution) of a moving gas when the so-called 
Planck-Einstein case is analyzed. It should be reiterated that the Planck-Einstein theory suffered a modification, 
principally in the transformation law of energy (the Planck-Einstein case) [11]. Treumann et al. [12] have also 
shown that the isotropic thermal equilibrium distribution function in relativistic plasma analytically has the form 
of a modified Jüttner distribution. 

A little is known about relativistic distribution functions involving more than two particles, and in particular 
about the three-particle (or triplet) distribution function. This is of course due to the greater mathematical com-
plexity of higher order correlation functions, and to a lack of a direct link with experiment. Although one can 
consider experimental determination of triplet distribution function from triple elastic scattering similar to that 
of the binary distribution function, but to our knowledge, the measurement of three-body correlation function 
requires the knowledge of the positions of three particles at the same time which is technically very demanding 
to obtain in 3D samples [13]; this means that the experiment to measure the triplet distribution function directly 
requires high precision so that the multiple scattering can be differentiated from single scattering. Essentially, 
one follows the phase-space trajectory of the system as it evolves in time, and has thus the same amount of in-
formation as one obtains in a simulation. Similarly the particle positions have measured in dusty plasmas [14]. 
Lapiedra et al. [15] have undertaken an application of predictive methods to relativistic statistical mechanics. 
Coulomb forces between point charges are purely repulsive and charges approach very close to each other. 
Coulomb systems, such as plasma or electrolytes, are made of charged particles interacting through Coulomb’s 
law. The simplest model of a Coulomb system is the one-component plasma (OCP), also called jellium: an as-
sembly of identical point charges, embedded in a neutralizing uniform background of the opposite sign. Here we 
consider the classical (i.e. non-quantum) equilibrium statistical mechanics of the OCP. It is rather straightfor-
ward to calculate higher-order correlation functions from the measured configurations. Moreover we study the 
model of two-component plasma (TCP) i.e. neutral system of point like particles of positive and negative 
charges such as electrons and ions. For the numerical calculation we restrict ourselves to the case of (TCP) 
which anti-symmetric with respect to the charges e ie e e= − = −  and therefore symmetrical with respect to the 
densities e iρ ρ ρ= = . To simplify the numeric investigations, we simulated so far only mass symmetrical 
electron-ion plasma with e im m m= = . 

Homogeneous plasma is characterized by two parameters: the density of particles ρ  and the temperature T ; 
if there are several kinds of particles, it is also necessary to state their concentrations. There are different ener-
gies associated with the plasma, namely: 

1) Energy of the rest mass per particle 2mc ; 
2) Kinetic energy per particle of order kT ; 
3) Coulomb energy of order 2 1 3e ρ  per particle. 
The ratios of these energies give us the two main dimensionless parameters of the plasma: the thermal para- 
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meter of plasma 
2mc

KT
µ =  and the dilution parameter 

2 1 3

d
e

KT
ρ

= . The value of µ  is very important. There  

are four different regimes characterized by it: plasma with 1µ ≤  is relativistic, 1µ ≥  weakly relativistic 
plasma, 1µ   low plasma temperature and 1µ   ultra-relativistic high temperatures plasma. In our study  

we note that the system is safely classical if where 1 3

P
λ ρ=



 , 
2π
h

= , h  is the Planck constant, and P   

is the typical linear momentum of particles. A relativistic plasma with a thermal distribution function has tem-
peratures greater than around 260 keV, or 3.0 GK (5.5 billion degrees Fahrenheit), where approximately 10% of  

the electrons have 2γ >  where ( )21 1 v cγ = −  is the Lorentz factor. It is occurs in many environments in  

astrophysics, including gamma-ray bursts, AGN jets, and pulsar winds. In physics, a particle is called ultrarela-
tivistic when its speed is very close to the speed of light c . Or, similarly, in the limit where the Lorentz factor is 
very large 1γ   and 210µ −= . Our study is only valid for dilute plasmas ( )1d < . The plasma temperatures 
and velocities also plays a significant role for the stability of our system Figure 1 show qualitative sketch of the 
four different regimes characterized by the thermal parameter µ  and Lorentz factor γ . Our model lies in the 
region of high speeds, 2γ >  and 1µ < . 

In the astrophysical environment, the fraction of ionized particles varies widely from nearly no ionization in 
cold regions to fully ionized in regions of high temperature. This leads to a wide range of parameters where as-
trophysical plasmas can exist. While the astrophysical environment is frequently dominated by the presence of 
the plasma, this plasma is often strongly influenced by and coupled to the presence of embedded particulates 
(i.e., dust). These dust grains which range in size from a few nanometers to micron-sized objects can become 
either positively or negatively charged due to interactions with the background plasma environment and ionizing 
radiation sources in the astrophysical environment [16]. Understanding the processes that govern these plasma 
particle interactions is critical to the study of astrophysics. The agglomeration and growth of larger particles 
from single atoms and dust grains leads to the eventual formation of objects so large that gravity becomes the 
dominant force controlling their subsequent evolution [17]. 

Another important point is that of the walls. We shall study plasma which is homogeneous and isotropic but 
the plasma must be confined or it will expand. We may assume that the plasma is confined by some kind of 
walls which prevent the escape of particles, but that the container is so large that the effects of the walls are neg-
ligible. Our calculations are based on the phase-space distribution function; this is defined as the number of par-
ticles per unit volume of space per unit volume of velocity space: At time t, number of particles in elementary 
volume of space, with velocities in range ( ) 3 3d , , d du u u f x u t x u→ + = .  

2. The Basic Equations and Hierarchy 
The statistical state of a macroscopic system of N particles is in a complete—though in an intractably complex—  
 

 
Figure 1. Qualitative sketch of the four different regimes cha-
racterized by the thermal parameter μ and Lorentz factor γ: our 
model lies in the region of high speeds, γ > 2 and 1µ  .                     
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way described by the distribution function NF  in 6N  dimensional phase space, which is spanned by the 
coordinates and velocities of all individual particles ( ), ,N

A AF t x u , 1, 2, ,A N=  , Ax  being the three posi-  

tion of particle A , and ( )21A A Au v v c= −  the spatial components of its four velocity in a given frame. 

The s-particle reduced distribution is giving by: 

( ) ( ) 3 3

1
, , d d .

N
s N

A A R R
R s

F t x u F x u
= +

= ∏∫                            (1) 

The relativistic BBGKY hierarchy [15] is given by 
( ) ( ) ( )1

3 3

1
d d 0,     

s s s N

A AB AB R R
B R R sA A A

F F Fu x u A B
x u u

α α α
α α αζ ζ

+

= +

∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = ≠

∂ ∂ ∂∑ ∑ ∏∫               (2) 

where ABζ  is the acceleration of the charge A  in the presence of the charge B . 
The Einstein summation convention is only valid for Greek labels. Therefore, for each value of s we have s 

equations, since 1,2, ,A s=  . As in the non-relativistic case, the determination of the reduced generalized dis-
tribution function ( )sF  can only be made when the hierarchy is cut off somewhere, that is, when for some value 
s we give ( )1sF +  as a function of the other ( )rF  functions with 1r s< + . 

According to what we done in non-relativistic case [7] we set, whatever particles 1, 2, 3 are, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 1 2 31 11,2 1 2 1 1,2 1,2 1,2
2 3!

F F F G G G = + + +  
                   (3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

3 1 1 1

2 3

1, 2,3 1 2 3

1 1                 1 1,2 1,3 2,3 1,2 1,3 2,3 1,2 1,3 2,3 .
2 3!

F F F F

G G G G G G G G G

=

 × + + + + + + + + +  

  

(4) 
Let us consider the case of homogeneous plasma in equilibrium. Then ( )1F  is the one-particle distribution 

function of an ideal gas see Figure 2 which shows one particle relativistic distribution function in the particle 
velocity interval (0, 0.9c) for different values of the thermal parameter μ. That is, in a frame relative to which the 
system is macroscopically at rest, we must set for ( )1F  the relativistic Maxwellian distribution [18] 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1

1 3 2
2 1 1

exp
4π 1

F v
mc K v c

µ µ
µ

 − =   − 

                         (5) 

where ( )2K µ  denotes the modified Bessel function. 
 

 
Figure 2. The one particle relativistic distribution function in 
the particle velocity interval (0, 0.9c) for different values of the 
thermal parameter μ.                                                 
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3. The Binary Relativistic Distribution Function 
At first sight, the calculation of the relativistic interaction between two charged particles seems rather involved, 
because the force on particle 1 at time t  would depend on the position and velocity of particle 2 at a retarded 
time. Also, the position and velocity of 1 at that time depends on the position and velocity of 1 at an earlier time, 
and so on. If one chooses a frame of reference, the acceleration on particle 1 due to the presence of 2 can be 
calculated from the position and velocity of 2 at that time. This does not mean that actions propagate instanta-
neously, but rather that there is a precise scheme to take retardation into account automatically, through the equ-
ations of the theory. All we shall need in that chapter is the time component of the acceleration of particle 2 due 
to particle 1 [19]. 

To calculate the binary relativistic distribution function substituting from Equations (3) and (5) into (2) for 
1, 2s =  we obtain 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 3 3
1

1

1 1, d d 0R R R
R

F R F G R x u
u

α
αζ ∂

=
∂∑∫                        (6) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )10 0 3 31, 2
, d d 0.A A AB AR R R

RA

G
u F R G B R x u

x
α

α µ ζ ζ
∂

− + =
∂ ∑∫                     (7) 

Then, by solving the integro-differential Equation (7) and by using the Fourier transform of  
( ) ( )1 21, 2 , ,G G= x v v  i.e., ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3 2 3

1 2 1 2, , 2π , , exp dG G i x−= ⋅∫k v v x v v k x . We get the relativistic binary  

generalized distribution function ( ) ( )2 1, 2F  at 1 2t t=  in the following form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2 22

22 1 1 2
2 2 2 2

, 1,

2 2 3 3
2 2

2 4

1, 2 1 2 1  
4 π 2 2 π

                                                   
16 π 6

ij ij ijr r ri j i j i j i j j i
i ij j i ij

i j i j i ij j i ij i j ij

i j i j
ij j

j i

e e e e e e e e
F F F e l e e l

m r m m r m m r

e e e e
l

m m

κ κ κµ µ
µ µ µ

µ

− − −

= ≠

= − + + +


+ −

∑
3 3 3 3

3 23 3 3 2
3 3 3 6 2 2 2

3 3
2 2

2 4

3
64 π 8 π

3
                                                   ,

16 π

ij ij

ij

r ri j i j
i ij j i j ij

ij j i j ij

ri j
i j ij

i j ij

e e e e
e l e l

r m m m r

e e
e l

m m r

κ κ

κ

µ µ µ µ

µ µ

− −

−

− −

− + 




  (8) 

( )

( )( )
( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2 2

3
2 2

2
1 2

4π 4πwhere    ,    ,    ,

               d ,

3 1
               π ln 3 d .

2 1

R R
R R R

R RR R

i
i j i j

ij
i j

R R
R R R

R R

e e B
k V m V m

el k
ki i

v vB F R u u
v v

µ µ
κ α µ

α

µ

− ⋅

= = =

⋅ ⋅ − ⋅
=

++ ⋅ + ⋅

 − +
= − − 

∑ ∑

∫

∫

k x

kn

n v n v v v

n v n v
 

Let us now study the two-particle relativistic distribution for the model of two-component plasma (TCP) i.e. 
neutral system of point like particles of positive and negative charges such as electrons and ions. For the numer-
ical calculation we restrict ourselves to the case of two-component plasma which anti-symmetric with respect to 
the charges e ie e e= − = −  and therefore symmetrical with respect to the densities e in n n= = . 

For two-component plasma we can use the two-particle correlation function ( )1,2G  which is given by  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )12 1 12 21 2
1 12 2 12 3 122 2 2

12

1, 2
2

G g r g r g r
c c r

⋅ ⋅⋅
= + +

x v x vv v                    (9) 

( ) 121 2
1 12

12

re eg r e
KTr

κ−= −                                (10) 

where ( )1 12g r  is the Debye-Hiickel solution [20] for two-component plasma, by substituting Equation (9) into 
Equation (3) we get the binary distribution function for two-component plasma in the following form: 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )( )

( )( )

2
2 1 2

2 2 2 22 3 , 1,
2 1 2 2

2
2 2

2
2 2 2 2 2

1, 2 1
2 28π

                         
2 2 2

               

ij

ij

ij i ij jri j i j
i

i j i j i ij ij

ij i ij jri j i j
i

i ij ij

e e
F e

m r c c rmc K K

e e
e

m r c c r

κ

κ

µ µ
µ

µ µ

µ

−

= ≠

−

  ⋅ ⋅⋅  = − + +
   

 ⋅ ⋅⋅
 + + + +
  

∑
x v x vv v

x v x vv v

( )( )
( ) ( )

3
3 3

3 1 2
3 3 2 2 2 2 2

1 2

          exp
6 2 2 1 1

ij ij i ij jri j i j
i

i ij ij

e e
e

m r c c r v c v c

κ µ µ
µ−

   ⋅ ⋅⋅ − −   − + + + +      − −   



x v x vv v

  (11) 

with ( )1F  given by Equation (5) (in fact only terms of ( )1F  up to 21 c  must be retained). It can be verified 
that ( )1,2G  given by Equation (9), with 0

1Rζ  satisfies identically the condition (6) for 12 0t = , to first order 
in 21 c . 

The standard two-body distribution function for dilute slightly relativistic plasma has been calculated pre-
viously by Kosachev and Trubnikov [21] starting from the Darwin Lagrangian. Lapiedra and Santos [19] result 
agrees with theirs to order 21 c , but not to higher-order terms. We think that these terms are meaningless unless 
one goes beyond the Darwin Lagrangian, which is only correct to order 21 c . The Lagrangian approach intro-
duces some modification of the expression for the statistical sum and what is more important the use of the re-
stricted Breit-Darwin Hamiltonian leads to the wrong behavior of the pair correlation function and therefore to 
the incorrect expressions for various thermodynamical quantities [22]. 

According to our knowledge few scientists studied the binary distribution function for relativistic dilute plas-
ma [15]; the new in our article is using effects of thermal parameter on the values of binary relativistic distribu-
tion function for one and two-component plasma. 

4. The Triplet Relativistic Distribution Function 
The triplet distribution function ( ) ( )3 1, 2,3F  is defined in such a way that ( ) ( )3 , , d di i i iF t x u x u , 1, 2,3i =  the 
calculation of the relativistic interaction between three charged particles seems rather involved, because the 
force on particle 1 at time t would depend on the position and velocity of particles 2 and 3 at a retarded time. 
Also, the position and velocity of 1 at that time depends on the position and velocity of 1 at an earlier time. 

Substituting Equation (4) and (5) into (2) for 1, 2,3s =  we obtain 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 23

23 1 1 1 2
2 2 2

, 1,

2 2 3 3 3 3
2 2

2 2 2 2 2

1, 2,3 1 2 3 1  
4 π 2

3 3
                           

2 π 8 π 16

ij ij

ij ij

r ri j i j i j
i ij j i

i j i j i ij j i ij

r ri j j i i j i j
ij i j ij

i j ij i j ij i j

e e e e e e
F F F F e l e

m r m m r

e e e e e e
e l e l

m m r m m r m m

κ κ

κ κ

µ µ µ

µ µ
µ µ

− −

= ≠

− −

= − + +


+ − −

∑

2 2
4

2 2 3 3 3 3
32 2 3 3 3

2 4 3 3 3 6

π

                          .
16 π 6 64 π

ij

ij

r
i j ij

ij

ri j i j i j
ij j i ij j

j i ij j

e l
r

e e e e e e
l e l

m m r m

κ

κ

µ µ

µ µ µ

−

− + − − + 




       (12) 

If we used the Kirkwood superposition approximation (KSA) [23]; which is consisting of the assumption that 
the potential in a set of three particles is the sum of the three pair potentials, this is equivalent to assuming that 
the triplet distribution function is the product of the three radial distribution functions 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3 2 2 21, 2,3 1,2 2,3 1,3 .F F F F=                          (13) 

It has been mentioned that before 2003 there is no direct measurement of three-body correlation function and 
this is the first study for the triplet distribution function in the case of dilute relativistic plasma. Such measure-
ment requires the knowledge of the positions of three particles at the same time which is technically very de-
manding to obtain in 3D samples [13]; this means that the experiment to measure the triplet distribution function 
directly requires high precision so that the multiple scattering can be differentiated from single scattering. Now 
because of the existence of video-microscopy, a modern experimental technique applied to colloidal systems to 
directly measure all particles’ positions at all times. Essentially, one follows the phase-space trajectory of the 
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system as it evolves in time, and has thus the same amount of information as one obtains in a simulation. Simi-
larly the particle positions have measured in dusty plasmas [24]. 

From Equation (12) we can obtain the classical TDF for two-component plasma in the following form: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )

( )( )

2 23
3 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2
, 1,

2
3 3

2
2 2 2 3 3

1, 2,3 1 2 3 1
2 2 2

                     
2 2 6

ij

ij ij

ij i ij jri j i j i j
i

i j i j i ij ij i ij

ij i ij jr ri j i j i j
i

ij i ij

e e e e
F F F F e

m r c c r m r

e e
e e

c c r m r

κ

κ κ

µ

µ

−

= ≠

− −

  ⋅ ⋅⋅  = − + + +
   

 ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅
 + + + − +
  

∑
x v x vv v

x v x vv v v v ( )( ) 3

3
2 2 2 .

2 2
ij i ij j

i
ijc c r

µ
 ⋅ ⋅  + + 

    



x v x v
  

(14) 

And we also can used (KSA) which is given in Equation (13) to get it in the form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )

( )( ) ( )( )

12

32 13

23 1 1 1 12 1 12 21 1 2 1 2
2 2 2

1 12 12

32 3 32 2 13 1 13 32 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 3
2 2 2 2 2 2

2 32 3 13

1,3, 2 1 2 3 1
2 2

                     
2 2 2 2

r

r r

ij ij

e eF F F F e
m r c c r

e e e e
e e

m r m rc c r c c r

κ

κ κ

µ

µ µ

−

− −

 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅= − + +  
  

 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅
− + + − + + 

  

x v x vv v

x v x v x v x vv v v v
.
  +  

    


 
(15) 

The triplet and quadruple distribution functions as well as binary distribution function must be incorporated 
for a more accurate and complete discussion of macroscopic equilibrium properties. A little is known about dis-
tribution functions involving more than two particles, and in particular about the three-particle (or triplet) distri-
bution functions. This is of course due to the greater mathematical complexity of higher order correlation func-
tions, and to a lack of a direct link with experiment [25]. And this is considered the first study for the triplet dis-
tribution functions for dilute relativistic plasma. 

5. Conclusions 
In many physical systems, the description of a plasma as a Coulomb system is sufficient to reproduce most of 
the properties of interest. If the system is cold enough, the mean velocities of the particles are much smaller than 
the speed of light, and the charges may be assumed to interact via the instantaneous Coulomb potential. Howev-
er, at sufficiently high temperatures, this approximation is no longer valid, and the contributions of the relativis-
tic effects (which include, apart from the trivial kinetic corrections and of course all the retardation effects) must 
be incorporated when studying the equilibrium properties of the system [26]. 

In the classical (non-quantum) case, the systematic approach adopted here follows the traditional route of the 
relativistic Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon (BBGKY) hierarchy for the reduced distribution functions 
by formal density expansion. Interestingly, this study is the first to display the effect of thermal parameter of 
plasma in the classical binary and triplet distribution function. Also the triplet relativistic distribution function 
for dilute plasma was calculated from the relativistic BBGKY hierarchy. We used the results to obtain the ana-
lytical forms of the classical triplet distribution functions for one- and two-component plasmas. 

In Figure 3 and Figure 4 we noticed that the value of both binary and triplet relativistic distribution function 
increased when the µ  value decreased at very high temperature. Physically these results seem acceptable be-
cause from the definition of the phase-space distribution function which means the number of particles per unit 
volume of space per unit volume of velocity space, and at high temperature, the velocity of the particles in-
creases and as a result the number of particles increases per unit volume. 

Our calculations are grounded in the classical relativistic statistical mechanics. Plasma is non-degenerate. The 
system is not dense, so one may neglect the contributions of higher order particle interactions. Figure 5 and 
Figure 6 show that the two- and three-particle distribution functions have become concentrated to ever-smaller 
region of speed v , dramatically increasing the thermal parameter µ . When we made a comparison between 
the two-particle relativistic distribution function from Equation (11) and the result of Barcons and Lapiedra as 
shown in Figure 7, the results were nearly similar at very high velocities. 
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Figure 3. The two-particle relativistic distribution function in the particle velocity interval (0, 0.9c) for one-compo- 
nent plasma.                                                                                                     

 

 
Figure 4. The three-particle relativistic distribution function in the particle velocity interval (0, 0.9c) for one-compo- 
nent plasma for different values of μ, v1 = v2 = v3 = v.                                                                  

 

 
Figure 5. The two-particle relativistic distribution function for two-component plasma in the particle velocity interval 
(−c, c) at μ = 1; μ = 0.3 and v1 ≠ v2.                                                                               

 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that the two- and three-particle distribution functions in the thermal parameter of 

plasma µ  interval ( )0,1  for one-component plasma for different values of speed 0.8v c= , 0.86v c= , and 
0.9v c= . We note that the curves are very close to each other, dramatically increasing the thermal parameter 
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Figure 6. The three-particle relativistic distribution function in the particle velocity interval (0, 0.9c) for one-compo- 
nent plasma for different values of μ; v1 = v2 = v3 = v.                                                                   

 

 
Figure 7. The comparison between F(2) from our result and from Barcons and Lapiedra [9] for v = 0.86c and v = 0.9c.            

 

 
Figure 8. The two-particle relativistic distribution function in the thermal parameter of plasma μ interval (0, 1) for 
one-component plasma for different values of speed, v = 0.8c, v = 0.86c, v = 0.9c.                                                

 
µ  and for three-particle distribution function more than two-particle distribution function. 

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the three-particle relativistic distribution function from Equations 
(14) and (15). One of them is based on the Kirkwood superposition approximation (KSA) which is consisting of 
the assumption that the potential in a set of three particles is the sum of the three pair potentials. This is equivalent 
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Figure 9. The three-particle relativistic distribution function in the thermal parameter of plasma μ interval (0, 1) for 
one-component plasma for different values of speed, v = 0.8c, v = 0.86c, v = 0.9c.                                          

 

 
Figure 10. The comparison between F(3) from Equation (14) and F(3) from (KSA) for two-component plasma for μ = 1; 
at v1 = v2 = v3 = v.                                                                                             

 

 
Figure 11. The two-particle relativistic distribution function in the particle velocity interval (−c, c) for μ > 1 (weakly 
relativistic case).                                                                                              

 
to assume that the triplet distribution function is the product of the three radial distribution functions, and the 
other form is calculated by using the relativistic BBGKY hierarchy. 
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Figure 12. The two-particle relativistic distribution function in the particle velocity interval (−c, c) for μ = 1 (relativis-
tic case).                                                                                                       

 

 
Figure 13. The two-particle relativistic distribution function in the particle velocity interval (−c, c) for μ > 1 (weakly 
relativistic case).                                                                                                

 

 
Figure 14. The three-particle relativistic distribution function in the particle velocity interval (−c, c) for μ = 1 (relati-
vistic case).                                                                                                   
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Finally, we can note that from Figures 11-14, the distribution function has become more concentrated to ever- 
smaller region of speed v , dramatically increasing the thermal parameter µ  and for three-particle distribution 
function more than two-particle distribution function. 
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Abstract 
Usually financial crises go along with bubbles in asset prices, such as the housing bubble in the US 
in 2007. This paper attempts to build a mathematical model of financial bubbles from an econo-
physics, and thus a new perspective. I find that agents identify bubbles only with a time delay. 
Furthermore, I demonstrate that the detection of bubbles is different on either the individual or 
collective point of view. Second, I utilize the findings for a new definition of asset bubbles in 
finance. Finally, I extend the model to the study of asset price dynamics with news. In conclusion, 
the model provides unique insights into the properties and developments of financial bubbles. 
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1. Introduction 
The phenomenon of a financial bubble is debated in economics for centuries. There are several important ques-
tions: What is a bubble? How can we identify a bubble? What is the root cause of a bubble and what triggers a 
bubble burst? So far, different economic and mathematical models study different issues of bubbles. However to 
my knowledge, there is no consistent model that addresses all issues at once. In addition, the complexity in fi-
nancial markets due to social interaction and behavioural elements makes the study of those bubbles difficult. 

This paper attempts to develop a new model of financial bubbles. My model utilizes the idea of particle dy-
namics in physics. I translate this idea into the dynamics of financial assets without relying on stochastic and 
martingale theory [1]. Hence, I intend to throw light on the bubble definition, detection, and dynamics without 
using stochastic theory. I find that the model is tractable and, at the same time, provides valuable evidence. First, 
I demonstrate that traders always recognize bubbles with a time delay. Second, I study the properties of bubble 
detection in detail. It turns out that the modeling of herd behaviour and the impact of news are major forces of 
financial bubbles. Third, I analyze news of asset prices and the relationship to financial bubbles. At the end, I 
develop some regulatory policy recommendations for financial markets. 
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the different forms of financial bub-
bles and presents a literature review. In Section 3, I derive the mathematical model and study the main implica-
tions. Section 4 extends the model and studies the impact of news. Finally, Section 5 provides concluding re-
marks. 

2. Motivation and Literature Review  
Let me start with a quote by Charles MacKay about the forces of financial bubbles in general: “Men, it has been 
well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in herds, while they only recover their senses slowly, 
and one by one.” No doubt, herd behaviour turns out to be important during almost all financial bubbles. Thus it 
was studied in the economic literature for decades. In general, there are different types of herd behaviour and 
they are characterized by imperfect information, a systematic bias in expectations, and regulatory arbitrage due 
to perverse incentives. 

The need for better models in this field has to do with the tremendous social costs of a bubble burst [2] [3]. 
Indeed, a bubble exacerbates volatility, destabilize markets and increase the fragility of the overall financial 
system [4]. In the economics literature there are three different lines of modeling but the reference point is al-
ways the seminal work by [5]. 

First, economists have analyzed “information-based” or “rational” herd behaviour. That research is pioneered 
by DeLong et al. [6], Froot et al. [7], and Lux and Marchesi [8]. They argue that individuals observe the action 
of each other but not the private information that they receive. The arrival of too little information and idiosyn-
cratic news leads to either rational but always erratic decision-making. Indeed, agents do not realize that they are 
in a financial bubble due to flawed expectations and imperfect information. This leads to fragile financial mar-
kets in the end. There are several modeling variants of information-based herd behaviour in economics [9]-[13]. 
For instance, Maug and Naik [14] find that risk avers investors’ that have imperfect information about stock re-
turns tend to follow a herd rather soon. 

A second line of literature in economics argues for “reputation-based herding”. This was first explored by 
Scharfstein and Stein [15]. They show that uncertainty about the own ability leads to path-dependency; i.e. you 
follow a naive trend or a heuristic. Commonly, investors use heuristics in finance, such as a rule-of-thumb. 
Therefore, skilled agents with reputation in finance are less prone to herd behaviour and financial bubbles. A 
third approach is “compensation-based herding”. That form of herd behaviour appears if an investors’ compen-
sation depends on the performance to others. 

This paper develops a unique link between the different types of herd behaviour and a general “Model of Fi-
nancial Bubbles”. To analyze the complex financial dynamics, I build a mathematical model based on particle 
physics. In fact, there exist an obvious parallel of both particle and financial dynamics. The dynamics of both 
systems is based on the interaction of single elements/agents that lead to a collective outcome. From an aggre-
gate perspective, the frequent events of traffic jams are often the result of uncoordinated interaction of individu-
al’s at overcrowded highways and not always a car accident. Interestingly, this is similar to the root cause of 
herd behaviour in financial markets. Consequently, a financial bubble, i.e. a massive price increase (decrease), 
can be caused by a large number of buying (selling) individuals, especially if they build a herd. Thus, bubbles 
can come into existence without any change of the fundamental value. The ups and downs of asset prices attract 
similar agents and thus form a herd. Soon later, I obtain a bubble or crash. Unfortunately, the collective beha-
viour creates even more volatility, higher risks, and massive welfare losses. A second parallel between physics 
and financial bubbles is the impact of news as a root cause or trigger of a bubble. Ad-hoc news either positive or 
negative can be compared to an unforeseeable red light or traffic flows via an exit or entrance to a highway. 
Hence, the main objective of my model is twofold: 1) build a coherent model and 2) find new implications for 
empirical finance in future. 

There is also a large descriptive literature about collective behaviour in speculative bubbles [16]-[19]. The 
model by Galbraith [20] identifies accelerating bubbles as a precursory pattern for essentially all crashes. A sim-
ilar result is found by Kindleberger and Fransman [21]. Although these papers provide interesting insights, they 
have limitations. They cannot sufficiently explain the causes and triggers of both bubbles and crashes. One rea-
son for this limitation is due to the methodological disadvantage of economic models. The economic models 
utilize the individualistic and equilibrium methodology. These two elements have a serious downside in the 
study of complex dynamics and social interactions [22]. Therefore, my econophysic model provides a new per- 
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spective and is ready to analyse complex dynamics and social interactions.  

3. Econophysics Model  
The financial asset price dynamic is denoted by ( ),ip f t . This is a function of asset i dependent on two va-
riables: the fundamental price vector f and time t. The benefit-loss-rate (BLR) of each asset i is defined by 

( ),i iv p f t t= ∂ ∂ . The BLR can be interpreted as the price change or the speed of asset i. The acceleration of the 
price change, i.e. the rate of change of the BLR, is given by the second derivative, such as ( )2 2,i ia p f t t= ∂ ∂ . 
There are different ways to define bubbles or herd behaviour. Obviously, a financial bubble is closely con- 
nected to a high BLR, iv , and a high rate of change of the BLR, ia . Hence, I define a unique benefit-loss-field 
(BLF) 

( )( ), ,k
i iu p f t t                                        (1) 

where k captures the agents’ expectation or reputation level. I assume H Lk k>  and the H denotes a high and L 
a low reputation level respectively. The existence of a BLF implies that for each price process, ( ),ip f t , exists 
only one unique benefit or loss. Thus, this model does not simultaneously allow different BLF for the same asset 
price dynamic; i.e. ( ) ( ), ,i j i jv f t v f t u u= ⇒ =  for i j≠ . However, I assume different dynamics for the rate 
of change, i ja a≠ . This assumption is consistent with financial market dynamics [23]. At the beginning, I 
study the market dynamics along with continuous functions without jumps. This is known as the continuum hy-
pothesis. In addition, let me define the following variables: 

Definition 1. Trading volume (flow) of asset i is defined as the amount of buy and sell orders (number of 
trades) times the buy and sell price per day. It is denoted by the function ( )( ), ,q p f t t .  

Definition 2. Trading density of asset i is defined as the number of trades within a certain price range 
a i bp p p< < . It is denoted by ( )( ), ,p f t tρ .  
Next, based on both definitions, I define a fundamental relationships: 
Definition 3. There exists a relationship between trading volume, trading density and the benefit-loss-field, 

such as  

( ) ( ) ( ), , , .q p t p t u p tρ= ∗                                    (2) 

The last equation is a fundamental law in applied physics and in my econophysics model on financial assets. 
In the following subsections, I derive the model and study the identification of a financial bubble. 

3.1. Derivation of Model Equation  
Next, I consider the two fundamental variables ( ),p tρ  and ( ),u p t . The function ( ),p tρ  can be measured 
in reality, while the BLF, ( ),u p t , is unobservable. As defined above, the motion of each asset price satisfies a 
first-order differential equation, such as 

( ) ( ) 0
d ,     with    0 .
d
p u p t p p
t
= =                                  (3) 

Solving this equation would determine the asset price for which an agent is willing to buy or sell at a later 
time under a uniform stock market. However, finding the function ( ),u p t  is not an easy task in reality. There-
fore, I choose a different approach. Suppose, the aggregate number of trades is equal to N. Then, you can define 
N as the integral of the trading density ( ),p tρ  in the given price range ap a=  and bp b= , as 

( ), d .
b

a
N p t pρ= ∫                                        (4) 

In general, the number of trades change over time. It increases with the inflow of buying agents at the lower 
bound ( ),aq p t  and it decreases with the outflow of sellers at the upper price-limit ( ),bq p t . Hence, I obtain 

( ) ( )d , , .
d a b
N q p t q p t
t
= −                                     (5) 

Combining Equations (4) and (5), per definition yields 
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( ) ( ) ( )d , d , , .
d

b
a ba

p t p q p t q p t
t

ρ = −∫                                (6) 

The last equation can be labelled a “conversation law”. Hence, the equation denotes that the number of trades 
in a certain price range is equal to the difference of the trading volume in this price range. Starting with that eq-
uation, I derive the model. Consider the integral conversation law over a small interval from p a=  to 
p a a= + ∆ . Equation (6), yields 

( ) ( ) ( ), d , , .
a a

a
p t p q a t q a a t

t
ρ

+∆∂
= − + ∆

∂ ∫                              (7) 

Now, divide by a−∆  and take the limit as 0a∆ → : 

( ) ( ) ( )
0 0

, ,1lim , d lim .
a a

aa a

q a t q a a t
p t p

t a a
ρ

+∆

∆ → ∆ →

− + ∆∂
=

∂ −∆ −∆∫                         (8) 

The right-hand side of that equation is the first derivative of ( ),q a t  with respect to a, i.e. ( ) ( ),a q a t∂ ∂ . 
Next, let me redefine the left-hand side with a new function. I introduce the function ( ),N p t , the number of 
trades between any price 0p  and p . I obtain 

( ) ( )
0

, , d .
p

p
N p t p t pρ= ∫                                     (9) 

The average number of trades in the defined price interval ( ),a a a+ ∆  is given by 

( ) ( ) ( ), ,1 , d .
a a

a

N a a t N a t
p t p

a a
ρ

+∆ + ∆ −
− =
∆ −∆∫                           (10) 

In limit for 0a∆ → , the right-hand side obtains ( ),N a t a∂ ∂ . Thus, I can rewrite Equation (10), as 

( ) ( ),
, .

N a t
a t

a
ρ

∂
=

∂
                                     (11) 

The left-hand side of Equation (8) equals now ( ) ( )( ),t a tρ− ∂ ∂ . The following equation holds for all a. 
Therefore, it is more appropriate to replace a by p. I finally obtain 

( ) ( )
,

, 0
p t

q p t
t p

ρ∂ ∂
+ =  ∂ ∂

                                  (12) 

which is a wave equation in form of a partial differential equation (PDE). This equation can be rewritten with 
the help of the fundamental law from Equation (2), where q is defined as q uρ= ∗ . Hence, trading volume is a 
function of the density, ( )q ρ , and thus I obtain a non-linear PDE of the form 

d 0.
d

q
t p
ρ ρ

ρ
∂ ∂

+ =
∂ ∂

                                      (13) 

Solving this PDE requires further assumptions. Suppose that the BLF is defined as a function of the density, 
such as ( )u u ρ= . Moreover, this function has the following properties: 1) ( ) ,max0j j

ku u= , where ,max
j

Hu >  
,max

j
Lu . That is intuitively clear because the higher the reputation (ability) the greater the likelihood of gains and 

hence the level of the BLF. 2) The BLF and thus the profits are zero in a perfect competitive market according 
to standard economics; ( )max 0ju ρ = . Hence, agents are price-taker in this market environment. 3) Logically  

the function value, ( )u ρ , is declining in ρ . Consequently, the first derivative is negative: ( )d 0
d

u u ρ
ρ

′= ≤ .  

Figure 1 illustrates these properties in a linear model graphically. If the trading density is low, then the BLF is 
maximal, i.e. assets with a limited amount of trades have a bigger potential for benefits (or losses) by a few ac-
tive traders. This assumes that a low amount of orders significantly change the price in spare markets. Simulta-
neously, this assumption indicates either a high degree of asymmetric information or uncertainty. Both problems 
are revealed by a low trading density. In the other extreme of maximal trading density, I obtain a market envi-
ronment with “full information” and that would imply a benefit (loss) of almost zero. Hence, in this market en-
vironment agents are price-taker. 
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Figure 1. Benefit-loss-ratio (BLR). 

3.2. Solution  
The solution of the non-linear PDE Equation (13) determines the trading density and thus the price at all future 
times. Hence, I solve the following initial value problem 

( )d 0,     . .    , 0.
d

q s t p t
t p
ρ ρ ρ

ρ
∂ ∂

+ = =
∂ ∂

                              (14) 

This problem requires a linear approximation. Suppose the density is uniform, then it can be approximated as 

( ) ( )0 1, ,p t p tρ ρ ρ= +                                     (15) 

where 1 0ρ ρ , and ( )1 ,p tρ  is called the “perturbed” trading density. For 0p = , I obtain 

( ) ( )00, 0t fρ ρ= +                                      (16) 

where ( ) ( )10 0,f tρ= . Differentiation of Equation (14) in respect to t , result in 

1 1d 0.
d

q
t p
ρ ρ

ρ
∂ ∂

+ ∗ =
∂ ∂

                                     (17) 

Taylor-series approximation of the second term, yields 

[ ] ( ) ( )2
20 0

0 1 1 2

d dd ,
d d d

q qq p t O
ρ ρ

ρ ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ
 + ≅ + +                          (18) 

where d :
d

q c
ρ
= . Now, I have transformed the non-linear PDE into a linear-homogenous partial differential equ- 

ation of the form: 

0.c
t p
ρ ρ∂ ∂
+ ∗ =

∂ ∂
                                     (19) 

I solve this PDE via variable transformation. Use both :p p ct′ = −  and :t t′ = , and rewrite it in the follow-
ing terms: 

,

.

p t
p p p p t p

p t c
t t p t t t p

′ ′∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= ∗ + ∗ =

′ ′ ′∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
′ ′∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

= ∗ + ∗ = − ∗
′ ′ ′ ′∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

                            (20) 

Substitute both findings in Equation (19), yields finally 
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0.
t
ρ∂
=

′∂
                                        (21) 

Proposition 1. The general solution of the PDE in Equation (19) and (21), is given as  
( ) ( ),g p t g p ctρ = = − .  

Proof. First, compute  

( )
( )

( )
d d

d d
p ctg g

p p ct p p ct
ρ ∂ −∂
= ∗ =

∂ − ∂ −
 

( )
( )

( )
d d

d d
p ctg gc

t p ct t p ct
ρ ∂ −∂
= ∗ = − ∗

∂ − ∂ −
 

and then substitute both expressions in Equation (19): 
( ) ( )

d d 0
d d

g gc c
p ct p ct

− ∗ + =
− −

.    

3.3. Definition of a Financial Bubble  
The solution of the model enables me to define a financial bubble in general. 

Definition 4. A bubble is defined as a trading density greater than mac 2ρ  or accordingly by d: 0
d

qc
ρ

= < . 

Figure 2 illustrates the definition graphically. Let me use this definition and discuss the implications. 
Proposition 2. The existence of a bubble implies that the benefit-loss-field (BLF) is different to the specific 

BLR of an asset. 
Proof. Due to 0c < .    
A negative slope of the BLF is a necessary and sufficient condition for a bubble in my model. In this constel-

lation all traders buy (sell) the respective asset and that lowers the risk of the individual’s BLF. However, an in-
creasing trading density creates herd behaviour and finally a financial bubble in the overall market (Figure 2). 

Proposition 3. In general, a bubble is defined by an upper limit for ( )d
d

q u ρ
ρ
≤ . In other words, the left-hand  

side is less than the BLF ( )u ρ . 

Proof. If ( )q u pρ= ∗  then 
( ) ( )

dd
d d

uq u
ρ

ρ ρ
ρ ρ
= ∗ +  and therefore d

d
q u
ρ
≤ .    

 

 
Figure 2. Shock wave of a “financial bubble”. 
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This proposition demonstrates that a bubble can be characterized as a social interaction problem. Hence, a fi-
nancial bubble is not just determined by individual rationality or irrationality as assumed in economic models. 
On the contrary, more buyers automatically indicate a higher trading density and higher risk for an exuberance. 
But from the individual point of view it is the other way round. A high density imply a small price movement 
and thus a lower risk and higher willingness to buy (sell) assets. This interaction and finally the imbalance of 
both mechanisms trigger a financial bubble. This new insight is in line with findings in sociology and psycholo-
gy, for instance in the social system theory [22], and thus underlines the interdisciplinary character of the model. 

4. Extended Model with Jumps 
Finally, I model the impact of “news” in financial markets with bubbles. I utilize the idea of a “jump-disconti- 
nuity”. In this case, I obtain 

( ) ( ), d .b

a

p

p
N t p t pρ= ∫                                      (22) 

This integral is well defined if even ( ),p tρ  has a jump-discontinuity. A jump can be interpreted as a trading 
stop or news. In connection with Equation (2), q uρ= ∗ , the derivation of Equation (22) to dt yields 

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d dd , d , , , , .
d d d

b

a

p a b
a b a bp

p p
p t p q p t p t q p t p t

t t t
ρ ρ ρ   = − − −      

∫                  (23) 

Let’s assume that the trading density changes on both ends of the interval at the same amount,  
d d d
d d d

a b Sp p p
t t t
= = . Set Equation (23) equal to zero, results in ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d , , , ,

d
s

a b a b
p p t p t q p t q p t
t

ρ ρ − = −   and 

after a transformation, I obtain 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

[ ]
[ ]

, ,d
:

d , ,
a bs

a b

q p t q p t qp
t p t p t ρρ ρ

 − = =
 − 

                              (24) 

where [ ] ( ) ( ): , ,S Sq q p t q p t− += −  and [ ] ( ) ( ): , ,S Sp t p tρ ρ ρ− += − . Substituting this back in Equation (23), to-
gether with Equation (2), yields 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )max max 0 0

max 0

, ,d
.

d , ,
a bs

a b

q p t q p t u up
t p t p t

ρ ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ ρ

 − ∗ − ∗ = =
− −

                      (25) 

Proposition 4. A financial bubble is characterized by a negative BLF in respect of time: 
( )d

0
d
sp t
t

< . 

Proof. Use the properties of the function max 0u =  together with Equation (25). Compute the first derivative, 

I obtain ( ) ( )0 0

max 0

d
0

d
s up t
t

ρ ρ
ρ ρ

= − <
−

.    

Consequently, the proposition confirms that good news imply a jump with a decline in the change of asset 
prices (BLR) and thus a lower probability of a bubble burst. Even if the result seems to be counterintuitive at 
first, it has a rational. News reduce asymmetric information and thus lowers the BLF. This reduces the market 
reaction time. In other words, the bubble may burst in case of small price jumps. Consequently, efficient markets 
with many news may trigger only small financial bubbles, but inefficient markets (=high asymmetric informa-
tion) with little news may trigger huge financial bubbles. The solution of the ODE (Equation (25)), demonstrates 
the evolution of the asset price with news and it yields 

( )0 0

max 0

.S

u
p t

ρ ρ
ρ ρ
∗

= − ∗
−

                                   (26) 

This equation explains the fact that with increasing time, t, the asset price declines automatically due to the 
lag of news. Therefore, more agents enter the market and buy/sell assets. In the end, this leads to herd behaviour 
and a financial bubble. 
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5. Conclusion  
This paper attempts to explain the major properties and developments of financial bubbles from an econophysics 
point of view. I utilize a new theoretical model to detect ex ante financial bubbles. This model makes the com-
plexity tractable without stochastic and martingale theory. In general, this approach has several advantages. First, 
it is a simple model and uniquely defines a financial bubble. Second, the model is general and thus explains the 
origins and developments of bubbles, too. Third, the model contains novel implications for empirical studies on 
financial bubbles. Finally, and most importantly, this model enables you to study the effect of news on financial 
bubbles for the first time. 
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